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CHAPTER I 
THE PRO~LEM AND ITS PURPOSE 
i This study was prompted by a belief that, on a 
I 
ccmparative basis, senior high school history textbooks vary 
wJdely, and significantly, in their treatment of the New Deal. 
J 
Measured solely in terms of space and word allotment to 
m 
1
jor aspects of the New Deal era in American history, some 
sEnior high-school history textbook writers perform well, some 
lEss satis~actorily, and still others quite poorly. 
Today 1 s high school student has been exposed to in-
cJeasingly complex social and economic conditions implicit in 
tle nature of the great depression, and made explicit by 
tl·e efforts of the New Deal to cope with these conditions. 
! 
· The New Deal has been the constant companion of the 
hJgh school student during his formative years; and its impact 
II 
h1s perhaps never been equalled in American history for tur-
bJ.lence, timeliness, and vast changes in cherished beliefs and I. . 
c0ncepts. Rauch characterizes it thus: 
I 
I 
As it was, the United States during the six 
years of the creative period of the New Deal had in-
stalled changes in its economic, social and govern-
mental institutions wider in scope and of deeper 
significance than during any previous period since 
the Civil War.l · 
1 Basil Rauch, The History of the New Deal (New York: 
Clieative Age Press, 1944), 339. 
I 
,.. 
") 
i . 
I 
b~ no~ is an integral part, was born? Is he getting as full 
aiUCf comprehensive a perspective of these recent years of 
thrmoil and trial as is possible, in his high school history 
textbooks? 
! 
I. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The major purpose of this study has been to -ascertain, 
t~rough a careful quantitative analysis,whether or not there 
i 
1-as any observable and significant degree of variation in the 
ciuantitative allotment of space and words to the New Deal in 
:fOpularly-used, high-school history textbooks .. 
~mile, specifically, there has been almost no related 
l'esea~ch treatment of the Nev.r Deal, it was found that some 
Jight has been thrown on the subject in more general writings. 
Jn a discussion of the problem of articulation, Gambrill 
eltates: 
In any of their several meanings,interpreta-
tions and emphasis are of vital importance in every 
effort to understand the past and itsrelation to the 
present and future .••• the historian of today no 
longer claims that history is a science that merely 
ascertains the facts and that the historian can 1let 
The racts speak ror themselves.' He knows that any 
selection or racts and any pattern or racts is an 
interpretation: that proportion involves emphasis; 
that conscious ~r unconscious assumptions will color 
his narratives.· 
One or the conclusions of the Commission on the Text-
mook in American Education of the National Society for the 
Jtudy of Education was that: 
It is a persistent problem in every school 
system •••• no two textbooks conform in material 
organization, same order of presentation, same aims 
and purposes in view, and - most importantly - give 
equal space to ~opica, or the events occurring 
within a topic. 
This Commission points out that in many subjects the 
'roportion of space devoted to different units of subject 
1 atter presents a serious problem not only to the textbook 
briter, but also to the teacher and the school system. 
Wesley, commenting on the selection or materials ror 
11he curricula, says: 
One method of selection is the rrequency of 
mention or space allotment ••• for racts of a needed 
nature. This approach is ••• the technique of count-
ing the frequency with Which items, names, or 
problems are mentioned in selected books, or of 
measuring the space allotment to them.3 
t 1 J. Montgomery Gambrill, "Interpretation and Emphasis!! Introduction, 11 in The Study and.teaching of American His-~' Richard E •. Thursfield, editor •. Seventeenth Yearbook 
Jfrational Council for the :Social Studies. Washington, D.C.: 
The Council, pp. 97-99· (Italics Mine. J.W.R.) 
1 2 11 The Textbook in American Education, nThirtieth Year-ookf National Society for the Study of Education, P-art II, pp. ,43-~5 (Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Publishing 
@ompany, 1931). . 
I 3 Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching'the Social studies (Boston: 
D. C. Heath Company, 1942), pp. 107. 
There is little dispute among educators that textbooks 
vaby widely in emphasis upon, and extent of treatment of, 
ce!t'tain topics in American history .. The relative allotment of 
sp~ce is governed by the natural diversity of individual 
oprnion as to topics and their worth,relative importance, and 
si~ificance .. 
Thus, Kepner avers that u the selection of subject or 
content matter is highly subjective: the weight of past 
practices lies heavily on the hand that writes. 11 l 
Even in the dark realms of bias, textbooks are open to 
tl: e question of signifi .. cant inclusions or omissions. Pugh says: 
11 J t is possible for textbooks to be biased without openly de-
fending a given point of view. A book may s~lY fail to men-
tjon such matters as would tend to stimulate a critical view 
o society.n2 Moreover, in American history, an author may 
g ve undue emphasis to the perio~, or aspect, of which he is 
a student. The only way this can be discovered is through a 
c1 reful check of the content of the textbook. 
Justification of the study. In the light of the fore-
gping discussion, a:.,r:ea:sornab1e justification for having under-
t~ken such a study on this problem seemed to be that should a 
t~xtbook fail to include material on significant New Deal 
f. -Tyler Kepner, 11 Certain Problems of Textbook Writers, 11 
H gh Points,21: 13, February, 1939· 
2 Jesse J. Pugh,nThe Bias of Our Civics Textbooks," 
C earing House, 12: 17, September, 1937. 
areas, it would lessen the contribution of that particular 
trxt to an understanding of the problem in its present setting. 
I Textbooks, it is agreed by ~he majority of educators, 
a~e still the most widely-used teaching tool in high schools 
t,,Jday. In 1935, Levine stated flatly that 11 in American prac-
tIce, textbooks virtually represent the curriculum. 111 Pierce, r - . 
mCl>reover, in the same year (1935) comments: 11 It is both need-
11ss and commonplace to call attention to this phenomenon. 11 2 
l Since this appears to be a f:act,the strategic position o American history, and the textb;oks used therein in train-
i~g for efficient and informed citizenry,can hardly be over-
e timated.Varying widely,as they do, in emphasis and treatment 
o certain topics, such variations may influence the school 
c ild 1 s conception of events as andied in one textbook, which 
I 
ml'···y b.e quite different from that studied in another textbook. 
Commenting on this problem of emphasis and treatment, 
f 'om the standpoint of greater articulation in American his-
1 tDry,Hodgkins urges, 
Intensive studies of 'the actual and desirable 
treatments of particular periods, topics, and problems 
in American history running through all the levels 
of that subject in which they may be treated, would 
supply much needed details of data and suggestion 
: 1 Michael Levine, 11Socia1 Problems in American History 
T~xtbooks," Proceedings of the Middle States Association of 
HI story Teachers, 1935, p.61. 
2 B.L.Pierce, Civic Attitudes in American School Text-
b(~oks (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1930) ,p.xi. 
" 
'I 
II 
in which i~roved articulation could be based ... such 
studies could be undertaken by joint-curriculum-making 
groups. They also afford many good opportunities for 
theses or other investigations of individual research-
ers ~Italics mine,J.W.R.)i 
This writer believes that such a study would necessar-
i~y turn up evidence of extreme differentiation of treatment 
I 
ob different levels. These studie~, as a first step, would 
I 
n~turally e~brace a quantitative analysis of texts in use on 
i 
t~e various levels. 
I 
' I 
I 
Clement has pointed out that: 
Balance and perspeot.i~v:e or proportionate dis-
tribution of e~hasis upon different topics included 
in a textbook is of considerable consequence. In the 
actual selection of subject matter from any source 
whatever, the problem of relative values is always 
involved ...• One way of estimating such emphasis might 
be to note the amount of linear space devoted to the 
topic,or,perchance,the number of pages.2 
I He is careful to state that while it is an open questia1 a~ to whether or not this method should be adopted as a. final 
piocedure for passing judgment on a textbook, yet, at any 
i 
r~te, 11 the problem of distribution of emphasis given to certain 
I 
p~ases of the subject or topic is an item that should be care-
1 
fPllY considered in some manner or another. rr3 
Thus, the selection of textbooks presents a technical 
J! 1 Ge. orge W~ Hodgkins ; 11 Junior High Program,Articulation 
i:f;l the, 11 in The Study and Teaching of American History, 
R~chard E. Thursfield,editor,Seventeenth Yearbook~ National 
C~uncil for the Social Studies. Washington,D.C.: ~he Council 
( ~946) ,p. 256. . . 
[ 2 John Addison Clement ,Manual for Anal]Czing_ and Select-
i~g Textbooks (Champaigne,Ill.: Garrard Press,l9~2),p.22. 
3 Ibid. 
G 
pr ~blem, the study of which should represent a scientific 
prDcedure in which the elements of chance are reduced to a mi~mum. Only by a survey of' the quantitative nature of his-
to}y textbooks with regard to their treatment of certain events 
inlAmerican history, the New Deal - with the relative import-
an·e Which they assign to personalities, agencies, laws, acts 
an events during this period, can any worthwhile conclusions 
be reached from such a study. 
Particularly forward-looking, but unlikely to be exten-
si ely embraced, has been the report of the Committee on 
.Am1rican History in Schools and Colleges.l In the chapter 
entitled 11 Recommended Content :for American History Courses, 11 
thls body concludes that a specific minimum content should 
prJvent the aimless inclusiveness that sometimes characterizes 
Amlrican history textbooks. 
Scope of the studz. This study, then, may be said to 
ha e had a manifold purpose, embracing a consideraple scope: 
1. lt was carried out primarily with the object of 
fi1ding out exactly what our texts are teaching American 
ch ldren in the area of the New Deal. 
2. It was designed as an aid in revealing the essential 
na•ure of the quantitative content being offered our young 
ci~izens. 
I 
I 
1 .American Historz in Schools and Colleges, Committee 
on American History in Schools and Colleges .of the American 
Hi~torical Assocation, the Mississippi Valley Historical 
As~ociation, and the National Council for Social Studies(
1 
Edgar 
B. Wesley, director. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944. 
3. It was expected to disclose objective evidence of' 
a~ailable standards of' content in the senior high school 
te~tbooks analyzed. 
4. It was believed.that its usefulness would be as a 
su~gestive device rather than as a determining factor, since 
-
cu~riculum committees can examine the study to note the com-
pl~teness of' the word count, that is, the extensiveness of' 
thp treatment of' the New Deal, sources f'or reference, and the 
quintitative 1~weights 1~ assigned to the various i:tems in the 
te ts, thus making possible the best available selection of' 
te tbooks consistent with their needs and desire·s. 
5. It was expected, also, that it would be useful, for 
the reasons assigned, to school administrators, school systems, 
de~artment heads, supervisors, and teachers of' American his-
to y. 
6. It was expected to reveal the existence and fear of' 
minority pressures, with such pressures being responsible f'or 
f'a~lure to provide full and comprehensive treatment of' all 
as1ects of' the New Deal. While this many not be validly con-
cl1Med from a strictly quantitative analysis, significant 
inJ:lusions and omissions may strong suggest such a possibi-
lii~. 
s 
·7. It was expected to reveal whether or not a 
quantitative analysis could be used by which to rind out ir 
thE author has treated the subject as a major social, 
poTitical, or economic problem in American history. 
8. It was intended to establish the possibility or a 
qu2~titative analysis as a userul means or arriving at a 
qua~itative basis ror any further examination of the nature 
or the content. 
9 
II 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES 
Many st~dies have been completed in relation to the 
tleatment given to certain events in American history, in high 
s<hool textbooks. Most of these have been studies of a 
q1l.ali tati ve nature intent upon finding evidences of bias, 
r~ cial animosity, or economic or political attitudes manifest 
i the texts, or other such qualities as would tend to 
e iliibit the beliefs or prejudices of their authors. 
However, the majority of these studies, as a line of 
d~parture for a qualitative analysis,take the form of a 
II q~ntitative analysis,that is, an actual word count of periods 
'I 
events, topics and so forth, which are then examined on a 
q~ali tati ve basis. 
l Carter's study is useful from the standpoint of quan-
t tative emphasis in that it seeks to determine the space 
g~ ven to the various nationality groUJ;B. during the :rormati ve 
y~ars o:r America's gro~~h. She analyzed ten high school his-
·i tory textbooks, mainly to ascertain the quality o:r the treat-
n bnt accorded five distinct nationality groups prominent in 
-A!merican history. She notes that: 
Some di:t':t'iculty was encountered in computing 
1 Thyra Carter, 11 Racial Elements in .American History 
~ extbooks, 11 Historical Outlook, 22: 147-51, April, 1931. 
.·;;JA 
_:, __ .. 
\,/ 
I 
the number of words devoted to purely English or 
purely American eventsJ ••• thus, it was found neces-
sary to designate th~se events arbitrarilY as either 
English or American.~ 
This quantitative examination - considering the tex~-
,~ook at 100 per cent - resulted in the uncovering of some 
nteresting data: 
I J l. The English, as might be expected, had a percentage 
Tange in the ten textbooks of from 7.s39 per cent to 2.939 
1.
er cent. 
2. The Germans ranged from a high of 2.925 per cent,in 
~ne text, to a low of .274 per cent in another text. 
1 3. The· Scotch-Irish attained a percentage range of rom .4os to .083. 
l 4. The Italians rated space equivalent to .54 per cent, 'n the highest text, down to a meager .037 per cent in an-
tither. 
1:1 5· The Poles were given practically no attention since 
~o book gave m~re than l/10 of 1 per cent, the greatest being 
~009 per cent and the smallest but .005 per cent. 
Hence, it was concluded that quantitative allotment 
~s a factor in providing the attention commensurate with the 
~eal and permanent achievements of the foregoing five nation-
i 
~1 groups J in the building of America. 
Clem and Ellis have analyzed sixteen American history 
textbooks used in the high schools, they being concerned with 
I 
1 Ibid. 
• 
~he co~arative space distribution accorded to nine signi:fi-
bant periods in American history. They note that the study 
1provides :for a comprehensive statement o:f relative emphasis 
r:f sixteen commonly-used American history textbooks, :for nine 
commonly-accepted periods • 11 Their objective was 11 to provoke 
I e_1 er~ous consideration o:f desirable emphasis, in terms of the ~I ~eneral objectives o:f secondary education and the specific I' . 
• ims of .American history. 111 
.Summarizing their conclusions, they :found_that: 
1. There is a Widely-varying emphasis in the relative 
~~oun~s of space given to different periods in American his-
i'ory in the sixteen texts analyzed. 
· 2. Period six, entitled 11 E.:xpansion and Conflict, 11 rated 
rrore space in all the texts than did the remaining eight 
:r: eriods. 
1\ 
3. There was a definite tendency,in all sixteen texts, 
to! emphasize the more recent periods o:f American history. 
I 
Israe12 surveyed ten representative high school his-
tory texts :for their treatment o:f one hundred two topics in 
.American history. He requested three college professors to 
~ ipdicate whether or not they approved or disapproved o:f the 
·- ! 1 Orlie Clem and W.J.Ellis, 11 Comparative Space by~l?eri-
- o~s o:f Sixteen Recently-Published American History Textbooks, 11 
H~storical Outlook,24: 459-6l,September, 1933. 
6 2 Jay Burton Israel, n Certain-Issues in American His-t y and Their Treatment in Ten High School History Textbooks,' ( published Master's thesis ,Boston University School o:f Edu-
c~tion,l948) ,p~.94-97. 
sub~equent action of the United States government in deciding 
the~e events, or whether the event was of such a controver-
sia~ nature as to require that both views be presented in the 
tex~s. From the standpoint of quantitative emphasis~ the 
res~lts show a wide variation in the relative word allotment 
in ~he various texts. Especially revealing, in view of the 
present study, is ·his analysis of certain events within the 
New Deal. For example, he found: 
1. A line count varying from seventeen to sixty-eight, 
on the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933. 
2. A line count ranging from Zero to Eighty One on the 
Devaluation of the Dollar, in 1934. 
3. A 11 spread11 of Seven to Thirty Two lines concerning 
the Wagner-Connery National Labor Relations Act of 1935. 
4• On the issue of the 11 yardstick1t formula of the 
Ter.~essee Valley Authority, the range, in ten texts, was from 
si~teen lines to sixty nine lines. 
J ~uintl has analyzed eight junior high-school history te tbooks to determine the number or people mentioned, the 
auJhor citation of personal characteristics, qualities of ~~ and spirit, and, in general, all words and re.ferences 
whlch would contribute to an effective portrayal of such in-
/ 
A. I 1 Catherine I. Q,uint, nAn Analysis o:f People mentioned 
., in eight .Junior High School History Texts, tt (unpubl_ished . 
Master's thesis,.Boston University School of Education, 19~9), 
( i vid.uals as vi tal personalities.. She found a grand total 
··rf 1,318 different individuals mentioned, with a startlingly 
small number, namel~llS, being mentioned in all eight texts. 
II 
'ne text mentions as many as 461 individuals, while the 
1i 
,mallest number mentioned is 345. 
I ! ~nasmuch as four of the eight books analyzed. were pub-
1 ished. in 1946, directly after the termination of the Second 
ll'orld War, these texts tended to ~tress the names of indi vi-
~uals who attained fame in the war years, she notes. Thus, 
~he concludes(from the coincidence)that it may have been a 
~actor in accounting for the relatively small number of 
~ames common to all the texts analyzed. 
As might be expected, the greatest single group was 
of American presidents, with twenty-nine mentioned. On the 
other hand, only one labor leader, Samuel Gompers, has been 
mentioned in all eight texts. Of the one hundred eighteen 
i 
universally mentioned, eighty-three were Americans; while, 
oddly enough, the only woman mentioned in any one of the 
1eight texts was Queen Isabella of Spain. 
In conclusion, she notes that no special emphasis ap-
pears to have been given in any textbook to the thirty in-
' [dividuals suggested by the Committee on American History. in 
:Schools and Colleges1 as worthy of emphasis, with the excep-
i 
I !tion of Washington and Lincoln. 
l Op .. cit. ,p. 78. 
!I 
,, 
Becketl h~s analyzed seven European Background history 
texts in use in the sixth grade. She chose ten events which, 
it her opinion, helped to develop the child's conception oi' 
tt" contributions oi' men oi' other lands to civilization. Her 
w~rd count study reveals wide and significant variations in 
t]ll.e qu
1
a.htity of words devoted to these events: 
In some texts the events are not even recorded. 
0 ly five of the seven texts record all of' the events select-
ed for ·the study. 
2. The total number of' words for all ten events in 
sEven texts range from a high of·5,169 words to a low of 
l,t81 words, with correspondingly extensive variations in 
tje word totals given to separate .events by the texts ex-
·ned. 
She ·concludes that since a child may have opportunity 
to!study only one text, such analyses would aid in the 
I 
as~embling of a judicious co.llection of classroom texts for 
us~ in the teaching of European Background history. Also, she 
su~gests, as a follow-up study, that a larger number of dif-
fe1ent texts, with dif:t'erent events selected, be analyzed in 
thls manner so as to obtain broader findings. 
Levinets study2, already referred to, was undertaken 
li 1 Helen G. Becket, 11An Analysis and Treatment of Ten 
Se~ected Events in Seven.European Background History Text-
Eo( 'ks, n (unpublished Materr s thesisi Boston University 
Sc 1ool.of' Education, 1949), pp. 54-ol. 
2 Levine, op.cit. 
1.5 
primarily to determine the extent and manner in which thir-
teen textbooks in American history, in common use in forty-
fcur of the high schools in New York City, may actually 
ccntribute to the enlightenment of young·citizens with regard 
ta major social problems of contemporary American life. 
This writer, indebted to Bil~ingsl for the latter's 
o~tline of fifteen mqjor social problems that he used, before 
l,sting the conclusions he reached·concerning it,emphatically 
s ates that: 
There is no intention to,praise,condemn or 
even characterize arty text book referred to ..• the 
conclusions relate only to the obje~tive evidence 
disclosed ..• without regard to any other considera-
tion.2 · 
His criterion for the quantitative study is simple and 
~I ecific, thus, 11 How much space, considered in terms of pages, 
i devoted to the treatment of each problem throughout the 
e tire period of American history~ 11 3 
The study revea~s that wide variations in text treat-
m nts of the fifteen problems was the rule,rather than the 
e ception. For,condensing his findings in dramatic form, he 
crlls attention to the fact that while one text devoted but 
s~ven pages to the discussion of all fifteen problems,another 
g ve ninety-four pages to these same problems. This,Levine 
1 Neal Billings, A Determination of ~eneralizations 
B.~sic to the Social Studies Curriculum (Baltimore: Warwick 
& .York, 1929) , 
2 Op.cit., Levine. 
3 Ibid. 
I .~',oints out, is an extreme example of' a 11 thirteen-times-
~reater11 quantitative emphasis .. Meanwhile, the data unearthed 
\n between was not less disturbiag, he claims~ 
Levine notes, moreover, that the study has several edu-
~ational implications:(l) more space could well be devoted 
~o problems such as these f'if'teen problems in American lif'e; 
~n secondary school history textbooks;(2) in present educa-
~ional practice no check lists seem to be available with 
fegard to objective data coverage<.'. of such Cluantitative 
rreatment and comparisons; and (3) thus research divisions 
r:r school systems might well concern themselves with this 
matter. . 
Keohane's1 analysis,too, is extremelY interesting. He 
~elected four popular college texts, together With six Widely 
~sed high-school texts, and examined these for their 
4uantitative word treatment of' seyenteen broad topics in 
ll_ 
rerican history. 
This study was undertaken with the object of' ascer-
~aining the approximate number of' page~ and words, devoted 
to each topic in each book. It is unlikely, as he himself' 
notes, that his count may be considered as completely ac-
purate inasmuch as some topics fall into more than one peri-
bd, or under two or more broad topical headings. 
1 Robert lteohane, "Articulation between High School and 
College. u Seventeenth Yearboo~,. ,National Council :for the 
•
1
Social Studies,. Washington, D .·GL.': 'T'ile Council ( 1946) ,p .260. 
The evidence turned up regarding Topic Thirteen, 11 New 
]
,eal Domestic Policies, 1933-36, tt revealed: 
• · 1. A n spread11 in the six high school texts from a high I 
:f 3,000 words in one text~ to a low of 3,910 words in another 
1: 
lext. 2. Five o:f the six hlgh school texts shot<ed a word 
~ount, for this single topic, of between 6,000 to 3,000 words. 
3. Significantly, of the seventeen topics examined, all 
jix high school texts gave a more extensive treatment to 
his topic than to any one of the remaining sixteen. 
While the author of this study is concerned only with 
he evidence turned up on the high school level in Keohane's 
I ~ 1 tudy, yet it may be of interest to note that the four college 
! 
·l!exts also gave this topic the most extensive word treatment, 
.ith a range of from 7,650 words,in one text, to 12,760 in 
! 
~nother •. 
i\ 
Iii 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES USED IN THE STUDY 
The problem of selecting ten representative senior 
h~gh-school history textbooks was a puzzling one. 
J 
The .author of this study, at its inception, soughtto 
s lect ten regional textbooks, ;based, more or less, on a c~tural region ~n.which there is a fairly intimate associa-
tion, very often determined by natural environmental con-
d1tions, and the are.: they occupy, existing between people 
oJ like interests. 
It was believed that the regional-determinations, as 
tjey appear in the college text Regional Geography of Anglo-
A~erica, by C. L. White and Edwin J. Foscue, could be used as 
a basis for satisfactory regions, with a single textbook 
c osen from the larges"ti high school - in terms of student 
e1~ollment, within each region. 
This method, however, was discouraged by the author's 
a4visor on the simple and obvious grounds that there are no 
slch things as 11 regional 11 history textbooks. 
1 
Therefore, as an alternative, it was decided to con-
e ntrate on determining the ten most popularly-used books 
ill the Massachusetts senior high schools. 
The State Department of Education at Boston furnished 
e idence for the thirty-five largest high-school enroll-
I 
nents in Massachusetts cities. A study of their secondary 
E~hool data for 19~g disclosed a·total of twenty different 
lited States history books in use withtn these thirty-five hools. The final choice was made on the basis of the ten I let-frequently-noted books in use within these thirty-five 
Jlhools, an activity that was approved by the author's ad-
Ji.ser .. 
In an effort to avoid the use of separate symbols, such 
llAII 11 B II no u and so forth for each text, it was decided 
' J ' ) 
assign identifying symbols for each book within the tables, 
composed simply of the initials of the ~ho~~, or authors, ·of 
t~e texts.For example, DD&W signifies the textbook authored 
1:y Dumond,Dale and Wesley. 
. The conventional method of using alphabetical symbols 
I 
!hten means a wearisome check of the books listed, in an 
Jrfort to match up the book with the symbol. It is a common 
Jh:-actice in professional circles to refer to a textbook by 
I 
'I ihe name(s) of the author(s). Such an easy means of identifi-
1 
c b.tion was simply transferred as a method of procedure within 
tP,:lis study. 
! In delimiting the area for study, the following steps 
v.; ere taken: 
I 
1. A careful count was made of the total number of 
:f ages devoted to the New Deal 1 s domestic ·policies in each of 
ifhe ten books ur:ider analysis. 
J 
2. An actual count of the total numbe;r of vvords de-
to the domestic New Deal of 1933-40, including all foot-
and picture captions, was made to insure accuracy,-a 
cessary criterion in establishing the validity of the study. 
3. Within the yotal of words devoted to the New Deal, 
a further delimitation of specific acts, laws, bills,agencies, 
ards, committees, commissions, administrative groups, even!B, 
oposals and personalities of the period, was made, together 
an actual count of the total number of words devoted 
each act, law, bill, agency, board, committee, commission, 
nistrative group, event, proposal, and personality in 
of the ten books under analysis. 
1+. There were set up a series of comparative tables, 
extent of treatment of these selections 
the ten books under analysis. 
5. An evaluation and appraisal was made of the evi-
disclosed by the objective analysis of the ten books 
v~~W.~Hed in the study. 
Several problems immediately presented themselves in 
attempts by the author to delimit and tally the words 
each selection. 
In counting the total number of pages,for exampl~, it 
found that some books tended to make references to the 
ew Deal throughout the entir~ book. This was solved_by a 
udicious and careful use of the index, and also by taking 
,representative pages on the New Deal and ascertaining 
~0/~ 
<- ~-·L 
. II 
th~ total number of 1.vords concerning the New Deal there were 
on each page. Thus by adding the increments concerning the 
New Deal gathered throughout the text, an accurate page total 
could be determined from the entire text. 
At the same time, in the task of seeking a word total 
f.'o r; the pUJ:j?OSe of assigning word 11 weights 11 to the various 
lsws, acts, agencies, events, et cetera, the same method of 
st"larch and increment totaling was foll011\Ted. 
The question of a more or less subjective selection 
aj to which events, laws, acts, agencies, personalities, ano. 
sc forth, should appear in the study was a disturbing one. 
F)r the study had been undertaken on the assumption that 
c~rtain important facts and data relative to the New Deal 
dpmestic policies should necessarily appear in the textbooks; 
bllt,very soon, this was found to be impractical as to realiza-
tii.on and an unhealthy doctrinaire approach. 
Hence, the analysis was turned into a simple, impersonal 
objective gathering together, 1dthin the ten texts, of the 
E1pcisting facts and data. 
Perhaps the chief problem presented was that of how 
o arrive at the classification of the data into acts, laws, 
c gencies, boards, events, proposals, and so :forth. Rm'IT were 
.he categories to be defined under.which this data should 
'ppear? This was accomplished in the following manner: 
1. Laws and acts, in this study, were to be looked upon 
,,.,.,.,~ 
··-· '·o;; 
I . 
as synonymous terms, except when otherwise designated by 
tleir official titles, the criterion being that promulgations 
o:t the National 'Congres_s are commonly referred to as Acts, 
wlile the promulgations of state legislatures are often term-
e< Laws. 
2. Agencies, as referred to in this study, were those 
afl.m.inistrative and/or.legal bodies born of the acts and/or 
lrws of the New Deal era. For example, the National Labor 
RBlations Board was a creature of the National Labor Rela-
t~ons Act. 
1/ 3. Events were selected by a careful analysis of the 
topic headings common to all the books under examination. 
'Ihus, the Seventy-Third Congress was an event. Its make-up, 
temper, and sense of urgency was analyzed and a word count 
ESsigned to this 11 event.n However~ care was taken to assign 
ts official actions to their proper categories. 
~. Personalities mentioned in the New Deal period were 
1 ot confined solely to those persons peculiar to that era. 
Thus, for instance, mention has been made of Herbert Hoover, 
~orman Thomas, Woodrow Wilson, and others, they bein_g incl:qd-
1 
~d in the word count for personalities; and naturally, they I 
13-lso appear here and .. there throughout the book. 
5. Careful dis.tinctio.n was made in assigning an ac-
curate word count to the late President, Franklin D. Roose-
velt. Only those references to his background, personality, 
be1iers, attitudes, and other mention or a personal or des-
crJptive nature, were tallied, strenuous errorts being made 
to keep such criteria separate rrom his connection with the 
passing or acts, laws, and so forth. 
6. The Supreme Court has not been categoried as a 
Hpersonali ty 11 • rr, as in most cases, the \Court was mentioned 
in connection with a law, act, or proposal, then that law, 
ac~, or proposal, was given the word count. For example, the 
rollowing phrase,. 11In 1936 the Supreme Court set aside the 
AJ.icultural Adjustment Act, 11 was assigned to the word count 
rol the AAA of 1933. Howeve;, the temper, makeup and attitude 
or the Court was included in the word count for the Supreme 
Co~t "Packinglf Proposal event. 
7. Orten within the word count of an event, law or 
ae[t, will appear a personality. In such eases, the 11 intrusion1 
of a person's name has been additionally assigned to the 
word count ror that person. Thus, in the clauses, 
Works Progress Administration was set up to 
administer the rund, under the direction of Harry L. 
Hopkins (later Secretary or Commerce), who had had 
experience in relier work in New York State under 
Governor Roosevelt and in the FERA ••• , 
tbe underlined words will be found in the word count ror 
Ho~kins, as well as under the word count for the WPA. 
8. A rank order listing of the illustrative mater-
II 
ials in each book, is shown. 
9· The listing of suggested readings, showing their 
rrequency or mention and rererence in the ten texts analyzed, 
• 
h :\s been employed. 
No assumptions were made as to what should appear in 
tJlie history textbooks for the precise reason that objective 
a~curacy was so essential. The only expressions by the 
althor of this study, of personal judgment or opinion, have I . 
b en carefully noted under the foregoing points. 
I 
·While it may be possible, of course, to analyze text-
b.oks without at the same time evaluating such materials,yet 
II . 
w~thout some form of judgment as to the worth of the mater-
i[ls being studied, it can be termed simply a descriptive t~e of analysis. 
J The term 11 analysis,. 11 as used in this . study, should be 
·I . 
t$.ken to mean not only a clear, faithful and descriptive re-
i 
I p~Prt of the actual facts and information embodied in the 
~ 'I 
ciDntent of the New Deal, as found in the ten texts, but also ~I t~ imply a discussion and evaluation of the discoveries and 
I 
I disclosures that resulted from the analyses. 
In an atternpt,therefore, t~ present the data a little 
more forcefully, with more attention given to the difference 
ip. "values 11 than is usually the case in tabUlated analyses 
fprms, such an evaluation was made. In other words, the 
t~bles set up in.this study contain adequate expositions of 
; 
the meanings of the materials presented. 
Because of the type of this evaluation, it was found 
~ecessary to give consideration to the stated,or implied,point 
~{ view of the author of the textbook, as evidenced in his 
I' I 
II 
.o1:jective d.ata, by his avowed reasons for and purpose in writ-
ir g the book, the method of pro ced:ure he followed, and the 
tiaining and experience he had had as an author and profession-
, 
a} person. 
A summary of the procedures: followed in making this 
si udy is outlined below:. 
1. A word total for each text gives the entire number 
oj: words devoted to the subject of the Nev.r Deal. 
2. The data has been classified by wholly objective 
~€ana. In each of the ten books tne selection of events has 
been determined through a close study of the_topical headings. 
3. Tables of analyses hav~ been constructed by which 
tc · reveal the results of the obj eoti ve analysis. 
4. Evaluation and appraisal of the data, as revealed 
by analysis, have been made in line with the textbook author's 
vJ ewp oint, his purpose and reasons :for writing the book, hie 
m1thod o:f procedure, and his qualifications and training as an 
author and professional person. 
II 
CRAFTER IV 
ASSEMBLING OF THE DATA 
The results or the collected data are presented here in 
tabular form according to the procedures summarized at the end 
or Chapter III. Table I shows the total number or pages.in 
ecch of the ten books studied, together with the total number 
of pages given to the New Deal, and percentages thereof. These 
' 
I have been listed in author-alphabet form,showing no regard to 
II ntP,nerical rank order by totals of pages or by total number of 
pekes in each book devoted to the Ne~ Deal. 
TABLE I 
TO~~p!=E~I~p;~E~JND~~SJ~U~i:bf;i~~SNUMBER 
THEREOF 
. Author & Text Total Pages 
B~rker & Commager, Our 
Nation 974 
D unond,Dale & Wesley, A 
History of the United , 
States 793 
F<~ulkner & Kepner,America, 
· Its History & People 878 
F( rman,Our Republic 952 
Givian & Hamm, The 
/// American Story · 668 
H fi-r low, The Story of 
America 772 
Hp.ghes, Our United States 6o6 
MP.zz.ey, A History of Our 
Country 910 
W rth, The Development 
or America 808 
Y~rborough,Bruner & Han-
cox, A History of the 
United States for 
H~gh Schools 821 
Total Number of Pages 
given to New Deal 
22 
32.6 
28.7 
18 
21 
4 
42 
22 
29.7 
'l'o"Cal. 
Per 
Cent 
1.71 
2-77 
3.71 
3.01 
2.69 
2.7_2 
.66 
4.61 
2.73 
,~~u~"11 
·. 'j 
,, 
I A study of Table I in.relation to the New Deal reveals 
i 
t'at one book devoted 42 pages to it, one assigns a fraction 
'I . 
o ~er 32 pages, two have between 26 an(!. 30 pages, three devote 
bttween 21 and 25 pages, tw·o have between 15 and 20 pages, and 
I one book devotes but four pages to a treatment of the subject. 
Muzzey 1 s A History of Our Country ranks first in num-
b;( of pages devo~ed to the New Deal by a comparatj,.vely wide 
m
1
(gin, while Hughes, in his _T_;h;..;:e~M~a;;;;k:;::;i;.:.;n;J,;.g~o~f~O-=ur=--U.::.:.ni=-=t-=e:.....:d~S-=t-=a:...:t-=e;.;;;;.s, 
g~ves the lowest number of pages to the New Deal. 
II 
The average total of pages of all the ten books studied 
i~ 313, while the average total number of pages devoted to 
tP.e subject of the Ne1..r Deal is 23.6, and the mean percentage 
of total pages devoted to the New Deal is 2.88 per cent. 
Variations occur, however, when the books are ranked 
b~ total n~~ber of pages as against their rank order accord-
'\ ing_to the total number of pages devoted to the New Deal. The 
I 
most marked deviation occurs in Barker & Commagerts Our 
~I -~ation, which ranks first in total number of pages in the book 
II. 
s.pd ninth in total number of pages deyoted to the New Deal; 
~thereas Muzzey's A History of Our Country achieves top rank-
ing in total number of pages devoted to the New Deal and yet 
a~tain~ only third rank according to total number of pages in 
tJ. r-·e,· .. book. Such variations may be noted on Table II. 
i In each case, 
hange for·each book 
I') 
with the exception of two, a position 
takes place ih order of ranking by those 
criteria. Wirth 1 s The Development of America ranks sixth in 
total number of pages in book and sixth in total number of 
.• ~ages devoted to the New Deal. Hughe-s' The Making of Our 
tinited States ranks lowest in both categories~ 
~ 
RANK ORDER BY TOTAL OF PAGES~ (1) IN BOOK; (2) TO NEW DEAL 
Table II is designed to show the rank order of each of 
t~e ten books studies~ according to total number of pages in 
e~ch book, and also according to the total of pages devoted 
to the New Deal. 
il 
I 
II 
Ill 
Ill 
TABLE II 
RANK ORDER BY TOTAL OF PAGES IN EACH OF THE TEN 
BOOKS STUDIED, AND BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
. PAGES DEVOTED TO THE NEW DEAL 
Rank Order by 
Total o:f Pages 
in Book 
1 
2 
' 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
' 
Author o:f Text 
Barker & Commager 
Forman 
Muzzey 
Faulkner & Kepner 
Yarborough, 
Bruner and Hancox 
Wirth 
Dumond, Dale and 
Wesley 
Harlow 
Gavian and 
Hamm 
Hughes 
Rank Order of: 
Number o:f Pages 
given to the 
New Deal 
~ 
l 
2 
~ 
5 
7 
8 
10 
--
J 
i\ 
,f 
i 
I 'TIABLE III 
I ,TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS FOUND IN EACH BOOK FOR 
I ' NE\tf DEAL PERIOD"' ARRANGED IN NUMERICAL 
,_ uRDER _ I 
q 
'Ilextbook 
:ffi'rlow, 'llhe Story of America 
F.::ulkner and Kepner, America, Its 
History and People 
F rman, Our Republic _ 
M zzey, History of Our Country 
Tptal Number of Words 
Devoted to the New Deal 
14,124 
I 
'\v .rth, The Development of America 
Y~rborough, Bruner and Hancox, A History 
12,407 
l0,79S 
9,911 
9,523 
8,659 
6,377 
of the United States for High Schools 
B rker and Cammager, Our Nation . 
D unond,Dale and infesley, History of the 
United States · 
G,~vian and Hamm, The American Story 
Hfghes, The Making of the United Btates 
I 
5,618 
4-,601 
1,549 
Table III shows the total nQmber of words devoted to 
II t~e New Deal in each of the ten books under analysis, ranked 
'/ n~erically. Included in the word totals are those found in 
I 
I 
f~otnotes, picture captions, and table headings. Not included 
il the word totals are study activities, or questions at the 
I 
eid of each chapter or unit. Only those words devoted to the 
s~bject matter have been counted. 
1
/ A comparison of this table ~>ri th Table I indicates some 
ipteresting deviations. For example, Harl,OW 1 s The Story of 
Aterica, which ranks eighth in total number of pages and 
seventh in total number of pages devoted to the New Deal, 
a~hieves top ranking on Table III. 
I 
·-
il 
Conversely, Muzzey 1 s A History of Our Country, which 
• ranked third in total number of pages and first in total num-
'1 ber of pages devoted to the New Deal on Table I, fell to 
~J1,r.' rth place on lj!able III. / Barker and Commager 1 s Our Nation, ranked seventh on 
I 
II Ta''ble III, but reflected a low ranking in total number of 
pc ges given to the New. Deal on Table I. 
The range in total number of words is comparatively 
er,ormous,that is, the greatest ntwber of words were found to 
bE nine times greater than the 1.o:we st number. Put in another 
I 
wcy, there was found to be a 900 per cent increase in the 
t< ·tal wordage from the low·est book to the highest. 
The mean number of words given to the New Deal is 8,456, 
\ 
with six books each having a number greater than the average, 
i\ 
a+d four books in which the number fell below the average. 
I I Changes in rank order in Table III, as compared to 
T~ble I, are not alone because of author-determined word 
II 
t¢,tals, but are the result of several reasons, chiefly of a 
t~~hnical or mechanical nature. 
!) Different sizes of type, differences in page formats, 
I 
I t~e extensive or minimal use of footnotes, as well as the 
varying amounts of illustrative material present, were all 
combined in creating the variations in total wordage devoted 
to the New Deal. 
. I 
I 
\ 
,I 
' 
. I 'i-~·~ 
·-
"- •• 1 .: .. 
l:i 
:) 
'tABLE IV 
I EVENTS OF THE NEW DEAL AFffiUU~GED ALPHABETICALLY 
I WITH TOTAL NUMBER OF ~lORDS GIVEN TO EACH e )EVENT IN EACH OF THE ~EXTBOOKS 
II . -· 
I:Ev,ent li3&C Dlil&W' F&G F ,G&H Hu ~Ha , N 1 M YB&H 
1\ 
Abi:l.ndonment of the 
'55'253'310 '63 ~old Standard 0 23 130 233 '() (1) 
Bk I Crisis and H6:Li-
~ay - 1933 325 103 278 2S6 4-6 63 233 4-o7 259 92 Co~gression 1 1 Elec-
34- 4-37 ,169 ~ions,l934- 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 
De!Valuation 
4-3 4-35 363 76 pf Dollar,l933 22 0 558 197 279 172 
Em ergence of Comm. 
f'or Industrial 
Organization 4-35 264- 296 207 67 4-3 294- 2oS 166 121 
In ~uguration of 
rres. F.D.R., 
156 1098 170 ;I-933 191 0 0 293 150 1S3 172 
Inauguration of 
frres.F.D.R., 
56 :jl-937 0 0 0 0 70 0 1)1 0 0 
I ~~alidation,Nat1 
i' ecovery Act 
1\( Schect·er case) 100 23 14-6 70 10 20 66 221 129 4-4-
P es. Campaign and 
~2o 50g 1342 lE1ection,1932 l5i -sd 266 1106 ~9o2 60'1f @ Pll~s. Campaign and 
· 1ection, 1936 153 262 l-a6 165 147 59 9SO Jl26 270 0 
P 1es.Campaign and 
34-3 275 156 34-2 S34 518 :Election 194-o 599 503 78 23> 
11 l'ecessionrl 1937 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 430 0 0 
SEnatorial rlPurge 11 
Attempt ,1938 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 326 0 0 
"f itdo'WI1 11 Strikes 83 4-6 48 187 0 0 55 259 53 0 
s preme Court 11 Pack-
:ing 11 Proposa1 
432 0 4-62 123 524- 638 Fight,l937 252 90~ 89 0 
e T 1e 11 Hundred Day 11 Congress,March-
June, 1933 0 124- 152 121 397 134- 126 42 93 35 
Iii 
;J 
: 
I 
Iii 
,; on Table IV has been listed, alphabetically, the prin-
cjbal events associated with the New Deal era. Each was chosen 
e aj·lllrter a careful study of the topical headings in each book. 
T!ese sixteen events, in short, have been treated in varying 
qlantitative fashion by one or mons' books. The table indi-
' 
t t l b Of words. devoted to each event in each c<:'
1
tes the o a num er 
I the ten books under analysis. 0 
,j A study of this table reveals the number of variations 
ill the quanti ta ti ve treatment accorded the events listed. 
II One example of extreme variation is the range in wrds 
dE voted to the Presidential Campaign and Election, 1932. 
Ferman assigns over thirteen hundred words to this event,While 
Ge~ian & Hamm treat of the subject in a scant eighty words. 
I 
T~e Presidential Campaign and Election,l936, receives eleven 1/ 
ht~dred and twenty-six words from Muzzey, While.Hughes assigns 
a kere .fifty-nine 1.-vords to the same: event. The l933 Inaugural 
of· President Roosevelt ranges from zero to a comparatively 
hikh total o.f one IDhousand ninety-eight words. 
I 
I 
The table is a pattern of disparate emphasis on prac-
tically all events. Barker & Commager give greatest emphasis 
to the events:Emergence of the CIO, Presidential Campaigns and 
El~ctions (three in all), and to the Bank Crisis and "Holiday,- 11 
e l9~3. Harlow places great stress on the three Presidential Cam-
IPa!Lgns and also stresses the Devaluation of the Dollar a.nd the 
I 
Su~reme Court 11 Packing11 Proposal of 1937. 
, Some word treatments stand out starkly. Muzzey is I 
p!actically alone in his treatment of' the nRecessionn of' 
1~37 and the Senatorial "Purge" At"\'empt of 1938, and he gives 
h~avy emphasis to the largely-ignoJ;>ed Congressional Elections o~ 1934. Yarborough, Bruner & Hancox ignore the Presidential 
Ill .. . -~ 6 E ections of 1932 and 193 , and give scant treatment to the 
i 
E ection of' 1940. 
I 
I 
One f'act stands out in the interpretation oi' this table, 
namely, that there is no reasonable stability in the pro-p~rtions of words assigned to a:ny one event. At. first glance, i~ would appear that inasmuch as all of the books treated the 
nBank Crisistt and nHoliday,u of' 1933 in what seemed to be a 
r~liable, or stable, manner, yet the fact remains that even 
b~re the range in words is i'rom 46 to 407, a nine times great-
11 
e ~ range of' emphasis. 
Likewise, the Invalidation of'the National Recovery 
A t, treated by all ten texts, has a range of' 10 to 221 words 
. :1 
T~e Emergence of' the CIO, mentioned in all ten texts, ranges 
.111 
rf.om 43 to 435 words while the last event to receive treatment f~om all ten texts, or the Presidential Campaign and Election, 
1940, had the highest range of all - from a low of' 23 to a 
cbmparatively astonishing high of' 834. 
I 
Twelve events achieved mention in seven or more books, 
w~ile the remaining i'our secured mention in four books or less. 
The most disparate quantitative emphasis is f'ound with-
i~ the Presidential Campaign and Election of' 1932, with a 
~I 
r';~-nge from 30 to 1342 words. 
I 
The least disparate, that is, from a quantitative 
__ , sl andpoint, occurs within the 11 Bank Crisis,11 and "Holiday~' of 
1,:133, with a range from 46 to lto7 words. 
I 
I 
' 
'rABLE V 
NUMERICAL BANK ORDER OF NEW . DEAL EVENTS ACCORDING 
~0 TOTAL OF WORDS IN.ALL TEN BOOKS 
E;vent 
p~' esidential Campaign and Election,l932 
P, esidenti.al Campaign and ElectionJ l9~Q P~esidential Campaign and Election, 1936 
~j.lpreme Court 11 Packing11 Proposal Fight, 1937 
~hauguration of Pres.F.D. Roosevelt, 1933 
'
valuation of the Dollar, 1933 
ergence of the Committee for Industrial 
j Organization 
Hank Crisis & Holiday, 1933 ~he 11 Hundred Day" Congress, March-June,l933 
tandonment of the Gold Standard validation of the National Recovery Act (so-called Schecter Case) ~ i tdo1m 11 Strikes · ngressional Elections of 1934-1,Recession11 of 193-:t f~enatorial 11Purge 11 Attempt, 1933 ' 
~naugu~ation of Pres. F.D.Roosevelt, 1937 
I 
<Total of \'lords 
, 5, 213 
3 ,6]1 
3,573 
3,421 
2,413 
2,14-5 
2,101 
2,092 
1,224 
1,067 
829 
~~~ 
475 
32b 
257 
'l 
Table V shows the rank order of events according to 
Jhe sum total of words devoted to each event in each of the 
"en books under analysis. A study of the table 1dll show 
uhat purely political events capture the first three rank 
brder positions in total word emphasis. 
.. -,e 
. '···-l 
,, 
The 1932 Campaign and Election came first by a wide 
I 
rr.,rrgin, ~ef'lecti~g two factors: i(l) that nine out of' ten books 
d!jvote space to lt, and (2) the great emphasis placed upon 
this event by three of' the authors, Forman, Harlow and Muzzey 
i/ 
(see Table IV). 
The Presidential Campaigns of' 1936 and 1940 ranked 
second and third, although considerably lower in total number 
c~ words than the leading event, reflect also the fact that: 
:1 . . 
(II..) they were mentioned in nine or more books, (2) the dis-J1~oportionate emphasis given by Muzzey to both events, and (3) 
1.he comparatively great emphasis placed upon event No. I, by Il~ond, Dale and Wesley, Barker and Commager, and by Wirth. 
I The Supreme Court 11 Packing1t Proposal Fight ranked 
-· .. 
ipurth, and has been considered (in this study) to be an event 
I 
c~ economic scope and complexion, inasmuch as it was designed 
i/ 
I t facilitate far-reaching economic changes in America. In 
1
erms of total words, it runs closely behind events II and III. 
j11actors governing its position are that: (1) ·eight of' the ten ~.ooks mentioned it, (2) the extreme emphasis, of over nine I . . 
l :undred words., given to it by Dumond, Dale and Wesley, and '~) the fact that but three books, Dumond, Dale and Wesley, 
II . 
J~arlow and Muzzey, contributed slightly over 60 per cent of 
uhe word total to this event. 
The· 1933 Inaugural of' P·resident Roosevelt owes its 
~airly high rank order to the following: (1) mention of it in 
. I 
eight of ten books, and ( 2). the extremely voluminous vrordage 
of~"ered by Forman, whose book devotes 45 per cent of the total 
tt' nunber of -vmrds to this event .. 
The first four events are significantly in the lead 
in total number of words. As a matter of fact, the total 
de~otec1 to these four events is approximately 50 per cent .of~: 
th ~ total 1·rordage accorded all sixteen events in the ten books 
un ter analysis. 
/I 
Event No.VI, Devaluation of the Dollar,l933, was pure-
ly an economic decision and ovJ"es its position to the fact 
th~t : (l) nine of ten books mentioned it, aDd (2) three of 
tbr nine books offerea slightly greater than 63 per cent of 
tbje total number of vmrds devoted to this event. 
Event No. VII, Emergence of the CIO, is the second of 
tbe top- seven events to have been mentionea in all ten books. 
Barker and Commager give this event the greatest emphasis, but 
it 1·ras the accumulation of a fairly stable total of v-rords in 
all ten books that ranked this event in seventh place. 
I Political and economic events 1tvere split at eight apiece 
He 'leVer, the table reveals that events of a political nature 
_ cs ptured four of the five positions. It may x•easonably be 
a~: lsumed from this that the ten American history books under 
aralysis place chief emphasis - from a quantitative standpoint 
ar cl. vfuolly 1-Ji thin the Nevr Deal - upon events of a political 
mture. 
The mean number of vmrds devoted to all sixteen events 
f 
·-
. 
- ----
.. 
II 
~ 
'I 
Ill 
I 
w:~.s 1,887, with exactly half of the events above the mean and 
! 
h lf below the mea~. 
't'ABLE VI 
~ERCENTAGE OF WORDS CONCERNING -T-:tl:s-NE\'V DEAL IN EACH 
BOOK DEVOTED TO THE NE11 DEAL EIYENTS 
., 
Word Percentages 
B&C DD&W F&K F G&H Hu Ha M w YB&H E.vent 
-· ·--
I I I I i r I I \0. ' .4o 1. olt 2.15 .38 2. 55 o. 0~: .. 3.25 ·72 
..Ab9.ndonm 1 t of 
Gpld Stand1 d 
Bk Crisis & 
Holiday 133 5.09183 2.24- 2.64 1.00 4-.o6 1.64 4.10 2. 71 1.06 
Cojngrsnl Elec-
tions, 1 34 0. o. .85 .31 0. 0. O. 4.4-o 1.77 o. 
Detyaluation, 
Iollar, '33 .31t .76 3.50 3.36 0 .. 4.90 3-95 1.99 2.92 1.98 
Err erg, Comm- . 
Ind.Org 
In~ug 1 l,F .D. 
Fposeve1t 133 
In ~ug~ . .\hsEtD~ l 
2-99 0. . 
2.39 1.92 1.46 2.79 2.08 2.10 1.74 1.41 
1 .• 26 :0.15 3.69 o. 2.07 1.52 1.92 l-99 
F ...... ' - .._ t: ' oosev.el.•l,j::'3?J o. a. o. o. 1.52 o. -93 .56 o. o. 
Ir;validation 
'tiBA(Schector) 
P 1es.Campaign 
~ EJrection 132 
P 'es. Campaign 
~ · Election 136 
P es .Campaign 
c~ Election 1 4o 
R 11 cess 1n, t37 S 1 nator 1l 
, 
1urge Att 1pt 
S Htdown Strks 
S ~reme Ct PP 
Jight, I 1937 
l~O-Days ~ongress 
1.57 .41 1.18 .65 .22 1.30 .47 2.23 1.36 .51 
2.375-72 4.1012.5~·1.74:0. 7.83 9-116.36 o. 
2.4o 4-.67 ].3!5 J.5l+ 3.29 ;3.~3 6_ .. 9~ n.96 2.84o. 
5-37 J0.68 lt.o6 2.55 3.39 5.07 2.42 8.42 5.44- 26 
o. o. o. o. o. o. .32 4.34 o. o. 
0 • 0 • . 0 • 0 . 0 • 0 • 0 ; 3 • 29 0 • 0 • 
1.30 .82 ~38 1.73 o. o. -39 2.61 .56 0. 
3-9516.o4 3.48 o. lO.o4 7-94 3.71 6.44 .94 o. 
o. .42 • 98 .4-
This table serves to show the percentage of words each 
book gives to each event. They are derived by dividing the 
II 
I 
I .. 
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rumber of words which each book devotes to each event (see 
I ~able IV).by the total words devoted to the New Deal (see 
~able III). The events have been arranged alphabetically. 
~he table gives a percentage view of the numerical information 
~ound in Table IV. Its purpose is to present a sharper and 
Jore striking picture of the varying emphases accorded to 
]
lach event. 
I Barker and Commager place a decided ~mphasis, in 
lerms o:f percentage, on: (1) The Emergence o:r the CIO, (2) 
!residential Campaign and Election, 19~0, (3) The Bank Crisis 8~d Holiday, 1933. In fact, more than half of this book's 
pl
1
lrcentage total has been devoted to these three events, I . 
~~ile the remaining seven events discussed share the remaining 
percentages. 
Dumond, Dale and Wesley, in their treatment of the 
e~even events, devote over 80 per cent of their total per-il 
I 
c~ntage figures to but five events, namely: (1) Emergence of 
tne CIO, (2) Presidential Campaign and Election, 1932, (3) 
Presidential Campaign and Election, 1936, (LI-) Presidential 
cbpaign and Election, 1940, and (5) Supreme Court 11 Packingt1 p~oposal Fight. ·Significantly, the authors give this last e~ent a comparatively enormous proportion o:f words, amounting 
tb slightly over 16 per cent. . 
Faulkner and Kepner, in their treatment of thirteen 
events, place chief emphasis upon the three Presidential Cam-
pa,) gns and. Elections, and. the Supreme Court 11Packing" 'Proposal 
Fi~ht, even vfuile they consider the Devaluation of the Dollar~ 
~ 19~3, of greater importance than the Emergence of the Cio. 
. . 
Forman, in his treatment of twelve of sixteen events 
' 
d.e~otes somew~at_ more than· half of his total percentage to but 
twt events, (1) Presidential Campaign and Election, 1932, and 
(2~ Inauguration of Franklin D .. Roosevelt, 1933· The extra-
or~inary percentage given to this second. event can be accounted 
II fo~ by noting that the author, in discussing the event, has 
irblud.ed. a large portion of RooseVelt's famous inaugural ad.-
dr1bs s ~ . 
1: Gavian and Hamm discuss ten of sixteen events,but they 
p~race the greatest emphasis upon two events, (l) Supreme Court 
11 ~acking11 Proposal Fight, and ( 2) the 11 Hundred Day" Congress. 
~s text is the first to ignore the Devaluation of the Dolla~ 
~~33, although it does give recognition to the three Presi-
d~ntial Campaigns, and a comparativelY high percentage to the 
II I~auguration of FDR, 1933· 
,i Hughes devotes varying percentages of words tp nine of 
s~xteen events, but ignores the other seven. Of these nine, 
I t~ree events receive a relativelY high p:e:J?:centage~ ··o_f;~the;~.._'i1otcvl, 
o~ 57 per cent. Again it is found that the Presidential Cam-
pkign and Election,l932, achieved. a very high percentage of 
E~phasis,followed by the 11 Hundred Day 11 Congress of 1933· The 
fupreme Court 11Packing 11 Proposal Fight is stressed by Hughes, 
,j 
. t 
II 
~bile the Devaluation of the Dollar, 1933, receives a fairly 
jarge proportion of emphasis. 
Harlow, in discussing fourteen events, allots over 65 
per cent of his percentage total to four events, three of 
which are the familiar Presidential Campaigns. and Elections 
of 1932 and 1936 respectively, and the Supreme Court Fight, 
II w~ile the fourth is the Devaluation of the Dollar, 1933. He 
e~ibits an almost equal concern for the Emergence of the OIO 
ahd FDR 1 s Inaugural in 1933, but gives scant emphasis to the 
1~40 Presidential Campaign and Election, and shows no concern 
o~er the 1934 Congressional Elections. 
Muzzey, reflecting his pre-eminent position in Table 
I I, discusses all sixteen events, it being the only book 
trrat did so. ~hief emphasis is laid on the three Presidential 
O~paigns and Elections, somewhat over 35 per cent of the 
t)tal percentage being given to these events. Not surpris-
i~gly, in fourth place is found the Supreme Court Fight. 
l Significantly, Muzzey is the only author who discusses t e Senatorial npurge 11 Attempt by President Roosevel.t in 1938, 
tl 
I 
' h~ devoting a fairly large percentage of space to this event. 
It is noticeable, too, that Muzzey's was one of the 
t111o books that concerned itself with the business ''Recession" 
oP 1937, and that he allots a significantly high percentage 
oP words to this event. 
Wirth's text, discussing thirteen events, gives a pro-
II 
~ortionately high percentage to the Presidential Campaigns 
1 na Elections of 1932 and 194o, and an 1.lllusp.ally low amount 
1\ 
o the Campaign and Election of 1936. This text, moreover, 
leveals a remarkably small percen~age emphasis uponrthe 
l
upreme Court 11Packing 11 Proposal Fight, but leads all texts 
n emphasis upon the Abandonment of the Gold Standard .. 
Yarborough, Bruner and Hancox achieve lowest rank in 
otal events discussed, covering only eight of sixteen events. 
II . 
'xtremely significant ex?lusions are the two Presidential 
~ampaigns and Elections of 1932 and 1936, and the SuPreme 
i j 
iourt Fight of 1937 ~ 
·I TABLE VII 
RANK ORDER OF EVENTS ·::AQO.O~l;U(j._;;. TO MEAN PERCENTAGES 
OF WORDS DEVOTED TO NEW DEAL 
Event II 
1!1 ' ]residential Campaign &Election,l932 
~upreme Court 11 Packing11 Proposal .· 
~I Fight' 1937 .. ~residential Campaign·& Election, 194o ~residential Campaign and Election, 1936 
Emergence of the Committee for 
Iii Industrial Organization 
Bank Crisis & Holiday, 1933 
~nauguration of F.D.Roosevelt,l933 
J'henHundred Dayn Congress,Mar.June,l933 
IDevaluation of the Dollar . 
~bandonment of the Gold Standard 
~nvalidation of the Natl Recovery Act 
i (so-called Schecter Case) 
/Sitdmm 11 Strikes · P~ngressional Elections of 193~ 
/Recession" of 19~7 
3enatorial 11 Purge 'Attempt 19~8 .~.nauguration,F.D .. Roosevel-b, 1~37 
Mean 
Percentage 
6.28 
5-25 
4. 77 
lt.o1 
2.7~ 
2.6lt 
2.56 
2.45 
2.37 
1.05 
_. -99 
·l't> :~'1+~ 
-~3 
.'30 
r! 
1
! In this table the events of the New Deal have been 
r~nked in order of mean percentages. This ~;va.s managed very 
i s~mply, namelY, by totaling the percentages shown for each 
e ent on Table VI and diViding by ten. All percentages have 
b~en rounded off to the nearest tenths,where necesse~y. 
The table shmvs a position change in comparison with 
' i ' T$-ble V, for eight of the sixteen· events. For instance, the 
i Supreme Court 11Packing 11 Proposal Fight,· 1937, moves from its 
f~urth place in numerical rank order to second place in per-
i 
centage rank order. Its position change, of course, reflects 
; 
the percentage emphasis given to this event by the two texts, 
I 
rhmond,Dale and Wesley, and Gavian and .Hamm. 
I ~imilarly, all events involved in position changes re-
ilect the extreme percentage emphasis, or the lack of emphas-
~ 's, placed upon them by one or more books,, 
This table is important in that it reveals the general 
' -Jlattern of emphasis given to political or economic events by 
he ten books. Within the first five events are found politi-
~al events capturing three of_ the places .. The se.cond group 
I ~f five reveals economic events taking three places, while 
I 
ohe remaining six places are split at three places. 
By devising a simple point system for place position, 
.hat is, 16 points for first place, 15 points for second plac~ 
·4 points for third place, and so on, it was possible to 
}rri ve at a remarkably close point score of 69 -,for political 
II 
I 
. 1 
-
events :and 67 f'or events of' an economic nature. 
1 ... However, in totaling the points f'or the f'irst ten po l1ilons, it was f'ound that political events led by a 
cou:fortable margin of' 9 points, 62 to 53. 
Thus it may be concluded that, in toto, political 
eve nt.s receive a bare margin of' superiority in rank order, 
in terms of' point scores, but are significantly in the lead 
wi 1~in the :first ten places. 
II The ranking of' three Presidential Campaigns and Elec-
r! 
tic:hs, within the first f'ive places, strongly indicates that 
.II the( ten. books studied still f'avor the traditional n spring-
boa~d11 of' political chronology in -their organization of' 
arllt;arily-termed units, topics or eras. 
I Despite the high ranking of' at least two events of' 
an economic nature, the Supreme Court :nPacking11 Proposal 
Fight, 1937, and the Emergence of' the OIO, which :furnish 
evidence of' some author attention to the economic impact 
of' the New Deal, it seems clear that the traditional political 
emphasis, which has characterized American history textbooks, 
is pontinued by the authors of' the ten books involved in 
thi~ study. 
·e 
TABLE V'III 
.ADMINISTRATIVE GROUPS OF THE NEW DEAL 
. J ~ISTED ALPHABETICALLY, \;JITH TOTAL NUMBER OF vmRDS 
DEVOTED TO EACH -'11~· THE TEN BOOKS 
... - ' - . ., 
1\gencies 
a&C DD&W · .. F&K F 
Textbooks 
G&H u 
. ..... ... u Ha M 
A~ri.Adjstmt Adm. 
A'ir Safety Board 
B ;tu.Coal Comm. 
B 'tu:.doal Labor 
·Board 
C~vil.Aero. 
!Authority 
C~vilian Conser-
vation Corps 
C ~vil . 'vks • Adm. 
C ~m. Credit Corp. 
Cc nsum.Advis .Bd 
E ec .Hom~'. & Farm 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
199 
0 
0 
0 
150 
0 
0 
0 
0 
114 
137 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 25 
5 (~ 
0 194 
0 0 
1/Authority 
E~erg.Hous. Corp. 
F~rm Credit Adm. 
F ~!m1 Recla.Bur. 
F~rm Secur.Adm. 
F~d.Commun.Comm. 
F '1 a.. Co-ord. of Rail 
:1 Transpo,rtation 
F~d. Crop Insur. 
ff Corporation 
F d. Deposit 
f In sur. Corp. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
91 
Fad.Emerg.Re1ief 
fjAdministration 3~ l3b 
· Fed.Hous .Adm. 
F~d.Power Comm~ 
F~d.Surplus 
!1 Relief Corp. 
Fra.,. Wks Agency 
Home Owners Loan 
0 
Corp. 0 
Indus~Adv.Board 0 
Labor Adv .Board 0 
!'1at1 Labor ·R~la;... 115 
tions Bpard 
o· 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
45 
24 
31 
0 
0 
10 
33 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
19 
17 
0 
55 349 
0 71 
0 101 
68 33 72 66 83 
g 36 g l2J i~ 
12 0 0 0 0 0 10 
0 
0 
17 
:() 
93 
20 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0' 0' 
··o 23 
0 0 
0 54 
-~ ~ 
0} 0 
0 0 
0 0 
~ 3~ 
0 6 
0 14 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 
0 
25 
17 0 
0 16 
I 
5 9'0 20 
19 69 0 
0 0 12 
0 0 
0 85 
0 
0 
0 
0 
26 
0 
0 
0 17 
0 E:\6 
0 O 61 12s 
0 0 0 31 
0 19, 0 0 
0 
0 
0 2E:\ 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 116 
0 0 
0 0 
0 13 
0 
0 
0 0 
52 4S 
0 13 
0 23 0 0 
12 81 70 17 lt: 70. 94 
".Y;.B&H 
26 
0 
0 
0 
0 
lOB 
22 
0 
0 
0 
fi9 ~s 
0 
~~ 
32 
9 
11 
0 
0 
119. 
0 
0 
32 
I 
. j ,...~ 
·-
-~-... ·.) 
T.ABLE VIII 
( Poncl uded) 
-
~encies ~extbooks 
B&C D~D&W F&K f G&H ~ Ha }1 ~'l yP&H 
' 
. 
' 
,~u 
Na ~1 l-iari time 
C D::lmissi::c. 0 0 48 0· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Na l Hed.lation 
B ar·d 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 
"' J.'la 1 Recovel"'Y 
A flministra'cion 0 335 0 0 0 0 0 515 148 227 Na 1 Recovel"'Y 
evie1! Board 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 
Na l Resources 
. OIJmi t tee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1S9 
l!a ~1 Youth 
~c1r.c.inis tl"'ation 0 0 27 136 26 0 0 26 7 96 FD Comm(l937) on 
arm TznancJ 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 Lf .. l 
Pi'T ~ 6 133 53 227 61 34 S5J27 100 62 
Re onstruction 
F nar.ce Coi!ll1i > 1 33 67 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Re ettlement 
A ~inistration 32 35 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 
Se uri ties & Ex-
c 8.nge Comm. 7" 17 13 0 25 t;lfl) 0 0 56 14 J'T (.)c,_ 
So ial Security 
B ard 0 0 0 11 0 0 22 0 19 0 
Su .., lus Marketing 
A Jm,inistra tion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2S8 
Te 1p .Natl Econ. 
c rnmittee 0 0 41 0 114 0 0 0 0 0 
Te n.Valley 
254 426 5-7S A thority 2....,,... 227 7S 675 153 l!5t"! 307 )0 -.- 0 
u. • Employment I 
s rvice 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u. .-Farm Sec .Aclm.~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t"')r-6 
u. .Housing Author,.32 0 131 so 0 0 0 0 36 ~44 L1 
lJo ks Progress 
clminstra tioi1 11 0 76 171 63 24 75 es 23 30 
Wo ks Projects ~7 e dr.o.inistration 0 0 0 0 0 6 ·o 0 0 I 
I 
On this table is listed alphabeticaJ.l:·, ~enciea ,,aoa,:i."<ls·;. ·1. 
I 
I 
Commissions, Authorities, and other New Deal Administrative 
bodies charged with administering the la~~ of the New Deal. 
iit shows the total number of words assigned to each body 
in each book. 
A total of forty-nine separate bocties -vrere treated by 
:one or more books. Wirth discusses the greatest number of 
administrative bodies,that is, twenty-eight, or 57 per cent 
of the total number of bodies treated. Hughes ranks lowest, 
having discussed only nine bodies,or 18.3 per cent of the. 
if total .. 
i! 
I Between these extremes 90me Yarborough,B~uner and Han-l cox, 1tJho discuss twenty-four bodies ,or 48.9 per cent;Faulk-
. ner and Kepner, who discuss twerl-t..j.L'twb? bodies, or 44.4 per 
cent; Forman who discusses sixteen bodies 1 or 32.6 per cent; 
Dumond,Dale and Wesley, who discuss thirteen,or 25.6 per cent; 
Gavian and Hamm,wi~h Muzzey, who discuss twelve each,or 24.4 
per cent; Harlow who discusses eleven bodies,or 22.4~~rcent~ 
and Barker and Commager who discuss ten bodies,or 20.4 per 
. cent. 
The ten books dealt with an average of fifteen,point 
seven Administrative bodies,or 31.2 per cent of the total 
forty-nine bodies treated. 
Only four bodies,or 8 per cent,achieved mention in all 
ten texts,(l)Civilian Conservation Corps;(2)National Labor·. 
Relations' Board,(3)Public Works Administration,and (4) Tenn 
essee Valley Authority. But, on the other hand, twenty-one 
·Administrative bodies, which amounted to 42.8 per 
receiveS. only a er1.11glt't mentiop.. 
Ranged b1~een these two extremes, are found ten bodies 
i 
I t~Q.at received two mentions, one with three mentions, four 
v~th four mentions,four with six mentions, one livith seven 
m~ntions, one with eight mentions, and one body with nine 
m kn tions .. 
Forman accords disparate treatment to the Civilian 
Clonservation Corps and the Tennessee Valley 
c hd Commager as signs main emphasis to those 
i 
Authority~Barker 
two bodies, as 
cpes Faulkner and Kepner. On the other hand, Gavian and Hamm-_ 
i 
clevote a surprising amount of wordage to the Temporary Nation-
s~ Economic Committee, a body that otherwise had been 
j knored by eight of the ten booll:s. 
11 Hughes devotes his highest word total to the Securities 
i ; 
c:lpd Exchange Commission;· Harlow le'ads all of the ten books in 
irtal number of words given to the Tennessee Valley Author-
ltty; while Wirth and Muzzey each put the greatest amount of 
,~hasis on the National Recovery Administration. A glance 
c t the table, however, will show that Wirth 1 s treatment 
)f t1venty-eight bodies is comparatively stable, with 
I Jelatively few large word emphases placed on any one of the 
ijodies. At the same time, though, an examination·of Yarbor-
<ugh,Bruner and Hancox's areas of emphasis would seem to show 
~i surprisingly-large word totals given to three bodies 
1hich were completely ignored by the other nine books. 
II 
1 
. ~ 
""'9 i J ..... _ 
·-
"'-..."'-,. 
I' 
I, 
I 
T.ABLE IX 
1: 
Nill1ERICAL RANK ORDER OF ADMINISTRATIVE BODIES, 
I ACCORDING TO TOTAL 'VJORDS" ·:mALL TEN 
e ' BOOKS '· ' j 
Agencies,Boards,et cetera Total wordage 
~bnrressee Valley Authorlty 3392 
d~tional Recovery Administration 1275 
1
,a vilian Conservation Corps 114-7 
~hblic Works Administration 8£S3 
~?rks Progress Administration 561 
x 1ational Labor Relations Board 553 
i hited States Housing Authority 523 ederal Emergency.Relief Administration a03 c i vil \'Vorks Administration ll 
F,arm .Security Administration 366 
Bbme Owner's Loan Corporation 353 
~ational Youth Administration 318 
.P..gricul tural Adjustment A\r;.ency 301 
Surplus Marketing Administration 288 
lnited States Farm Security Administration 256 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 2~5 ~~curities and Exchange Commission 2 l 
1ederal Housing Administration · 202 II . 189 ational Resources Committee ~kmporary National Economic Committee 1~5 &rm Credit Administration 1 3 
econstruction Finance Corporation(from 1933 on) 117 
~mmodity Credit Corporation 116 
flectric Home and Farm Authority 89 
bderal Communications Commi -s;sfun £St> 
kderal Works Agency · 85 ~rsettlement Administration 67 
,prks Projects Administration 53 ~ocial .Security Board ~ 
1
'ational Maritime Commission 
Pi~esident' s Committee on Farm Tenancy. 4-l 
lbderal Crop Insurance Corporation · 34-
FJI~deral Co-ordinator of Transportation 32 
-
.A 1.!lr .Safety Board · 31 
Federal Power Commission . 31 
. Federal Surplus Relief Corporation 23 
Federal Co-ordinator of Rail Transportation 26 
Labor Advisory Board 23 
Consumers Advisory Board 22 
I 
I 
' 
i 
I 
!( 
1
11 
i 
•TABLE :IX 
( Concluded) 
IAgencies,Boards, et cetera 
I 
I 
W~rks Allotment Division 
B'tuminous Coal Commission 
U~ited States Employment Service 
B~tuminous Coal Labor Board 
F~rm Reclamation Bureau ' 
I I~dustrial Advisory Board 
N~tional Recovery Review Board 
C 1 vil Aeronautics Authority 
National M£diation Board E~ergency tlousing Corporation II. 
Total 
vfordage 
20 
19 
19 
1.7 
14-
13 
12 
10 lg 
liJ TableiX shows the numerical rank order of the Adminis-
ttative ~odies found in the previous table, in terms of 
t~tal number of words found in all ten books. 
Within the first four rru1k order positions are three 
o~ the four bodies mentioned in all ten texts. The. 11 intruder11 
i!\ the National Recovery Administration, which achieved its 
h gh ranking by virtue of exceptional word emphasis given to 
il by Muzzey and by Dumorid;Dale and Wesley. I ~ 
11 A grand total of 13,441 words were devoted to the forty-
n~ne bodies, an average of 274.3 words to each body. However, 
I t~is average is statistically misleading, since only fourteen 
.I 
o
1 
the forty-nine bodies treated achieved the average or 
bitter. The overwhelming word totals of the firs~ four bodies 
cpntributed to raising this average to such a high figure. 
j Thus, the first ten'bodies in numerical rank order 
l11 
Ill 
I! I 
I , 
.... n 
"'"-·~'.J 
I 
,I 
,, 
moropolize a total of 9,619 words~ or a fraction over 70 per 
ceJt of the toral. Put it another way, more than seven-tenths 
or the total wordage is devoted to a discussion of scarcely 
one -fifth of the Administrative bodies round in all ten texts. 
Th s is quantitative emphasis to a significant degree. 
l The conclusion to be drawn would seem to be inescap-ab e, namely, that very few or the many Administrative bodies 
crtated by the New Deal receive adequate mention, and of 
th~se few, a small. fraction of them are accorded greatly 
dilproportionate emphasis by the authors or the texts analyzed. 
II 
I It is interesting to. note the great range existing 
be,~ween the first and the second ranked bodies.. The Tennessee 
valley Authority is something ov~r 266 per cent greater than 
it~ nearest rival, - the National Recovery Administration. It 
is clear that the Tennessee Valley Authority, often declared 
to be an economically ttrevolutionary 11 act or the New Deal, is 
of prime concern to the authors or the ten books under 
ar:alysis. 
Seven or the first ten owe their positions to two 
factors; (l) their mention in a majority or the books, and (2) 
e1treme word emphasis by one or more books within this major-
iiy. The remaining three owe their relatively high rank 
order almost wholly to greatly disproportionate emphasis by 
oie or more books, since they are mentioned in a minority 
or books. .An example of this latter is the Farm Security 
Acministration, that has but four mentions yet ranks tenth, 
tl sclely because of the large wordage accorded it by Barker and 
e· 
Ccmmager. 
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'TABLE X 
PERCENTAGE OF \'lORDS, CONCERNING NE\•l DEAL ,DEVOTED 
f'O AGENCIES, BOARDS, ET CETERA, IN E-~CH __ 
BOOK 
... 
/ Ag~ncies, vTord Percentages 
G&H Hu Ha M DD&W F&K F 'VT YB&H roard.s, etc~,, __ ~&C 
rr--t--------------~--------------- ----
1 . 
Agri .Ad.j .Adm. 0 •· 
Ai ~ Safety Bd. 0. 
Bi'!J. Coal Com. 0. 
Bi !J .Coal 
~abor Bd. 0,. 
Ci~ .Aero .Auth. o. 
CiW". Cons. Corps 3 .12 
C i ~.\Ilks Adm. o . 
Co[n.Cred.Corp 
Cohsum.Adv.Bd 0. 
El.Home&Farm 
!iuthori ty 0. 
Em~rg.Hous. 
Porp. 0. 
Fa~m Cred.Adm. o. 
Fa~m Recla.Bur.o. 
Fa~m Sec.Adm. o. 
Fe~.Com.Comm. o. 
Fe~.Co-ord 1 r of 
fLail, Transp . 0 • 
Fe~.Co-ord. of 
mransptn 0. 
Fe~. Crop Ins. 
forp. 0. 
Fe~. Dep .Ins. 
IOOJ'P· o. 
Fe .Emerg.Rel. 
dmin. .51 
Fe .Hous.Adm. o. 
FeB.Power Com. o. 
Fe .Surp .Relief 
~orp. 0. 
Felli. 1'lks Agenc-y o . 
Ho~e O~mer 1 s 
~oan Corp. 0. 
In~us. Adv.Bd o. 
2 .. 66 
o. 
o. 
.19 -35 o. 
'.25 0. 0. 
0"' o. o. 
0. .09 
0. 0. 
0. 0. 
'·'55 
o. 
o. 
0. 0. O. O~ o. o.. o. 
0. .08 0. 0. o. o. o. 
2.12 .51 .66 
2 .o 0. 1. 28 
2 .o J!l~ 3. ~?.2 1. 43 
2.42 o~ .66 o. 
o. 0.09 .94- o. o. o.- o. 
o. 
o. 
lq:: 
o"t":J 
o. 
7 li ~ 
:; • "t"~ 
o. 
o. o. 
o. o. 
.11+ 0. 
o. o. 
-75 o. 
. lb_ 0. 
0. 0. 
o. o. 
0. 0. 
0., o. 
• t:)O 0. 
0.. 0 • 
'3c;l 0 • u • 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0. 
0. 
o. 
0. .30 
0. o. 
• 20 o) •• 
.lg 0. 
0. 0. 
.37 1.25 
• 2fJ- '• 25 
.16 0. 
·37 
.o6 
.o6 
.15 
o. 
o. 
o. 
1.1 
o. 
.1 
.f5 
0. .21 0. o. o. 0. o. o. 0. 
o. o. o. o. 
o. o. 0.15 o. 
" 
o. o. 
0. 0. 
o. o. J7 
.18 0. 
1.60 0.21 o. .34 1.69 0. 
o. 
o. .90 J.3 
.J5. 
·9b Qj 
.o4 .83 .44 0. 2.1+2 
o. 
o. 
.15 ~ 61~ 0. 0. 
0. 0 .o. .26 0-
o. .a 
0. 0. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
o. 0. 
o. b. 
o. 0 ~ 
• 79 0. 
J.3 .. o. 
0. 0. . 28 0. 0. 
o. o. o. o. o . 
0. l.o7 0. 0. .13 .52. 
0 0 0 0. 0 ·..!.."' l!. ·0 . . . . . ' 
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~I TABLE X 
I (Concluded) 
II 
~ . Word Percentage w ,genc1es, floards, etc. B&C DD&W F&K F. G&H Hu Ha M w YB&F. 
I 0. 0. 0. 0. o. o. o. .24 o. Labor Adv.Bd.O. 
~atl Labor 
l.8l 
-75 l.52 ~l2 Rel.Bd 
-79 .lO l.lO • 70 
-99 . .37 
atl Marit. 
Cornm. o. o. .38 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
~atl Med.Bd o. o. o. 0 .. o. o.c. o. o. .ll o. 
~atl Recov-
ery Adm~ o. 6.77 o. o. o. o. o. 5.20 l.25 2.7l 
~atl Resour-
ces Comm. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 2.l2 
~atl Resour-
.Jlt I ces Bd o. o. o. o .. o. o. o. o. o. 
~atl Youth 
Adm. o. o. .22 l.26 .56 0;. o. .26 .07 l.ll 
:)res .comm.on 
~ Farm Tenan-
cy (l937) O. o. 0. o. o. o. o. 0. o. 
·47 
.W.A. .09 2.32 
·43 2.l0 l.32 2.20 .60 l.28 l.Ol .?l h.~.C.( 1 33) l.05 .88 o. o. o .. o. o. o. o. o. 
esettle- .. 
ment Adm. .5l .62 o .. o. o. o. o. 0. o. o. 
ec.& Exch. 
Comm. 
-53 .30 .ll o. ·54 5.30 o. o. 
·59 .l6 
' ~oc.Sec.Bd o. o. o. .l2 o. o. .l6 o. .20· o. 
~urp.Mkt. 
Adm. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 3.3l 
remp.Natl. 
2.49 1 Econ.Comm .. o. o .. ·33 o. 0. o. o. o. o. 
enn.Valley 
1
1 
Authority 3·79 4-50 3-44 5-35 4.9l 5.l0 4.80 l.53 4.80 3.52 
~.s. Employ-
II ment Serv. o. o. .~5 o. o. o. o. o .. o. o. 
~.s. Farm 
I Sec. Adm. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 2.93 ~. s. Housing 
-74 Authority .5l o. l.05 o. o. o. o. -37 2.8l 
-
W'orks Allot. 
Div. o. o •. o. o. o. o. o. o. .2l o. 
1~. p~ A. .l9 o. .6l l.58 l.37 l.56 
-53 .89 .24 ·34 Torks Progress 
Adm. o. o. o. 0. o. 
.39 ...33 o. o. o. 
II 
Table X reveals the percentage of words each book 
gjves to each body. They were determined by dividing the 
total number of words each book d~votes to the New Deal (see 
Table III) into the total number of words each book gives to 
each bog.y (see Table VIII ) • The bodies have been arranged 
al 1~habetically~ ! .. 
I This table gives a closer picture of the extent of 
II em~hasis,or lack of emphasis, which each book offers. Percent-
::t:l:e:::r:o::as~::~f::::::: ::::a:~t:::u:r:h:u:::::~f 
wojd emphasis, which are not too apparent in numerical tables • 
. Wirth's is the only book which discusses more than half 
of the total of forty-nine bodies. It treats of' twenty-eight 
bo( ies, or 57 per cent of the total. Then, in the order of 
hi*hest to lowest, is found Yarborough,Bruner and Hancox,with 
tw( nty-four bodies, or 43.7 per cent; Faulkner and Kepner, with 
twenty-two bodies, or 44.8 per cent; Forman, with sixteen 
bocies discussed, or 32.6 per cent; Dumond,Dale and Wesley, 
wiih fourteen bodies discussed, or -2~.~ per cent; Gavian and 
Han
1
ru,with Muzzey, each treating tvrelve bodies,or 24.4 per 
cer~, Harlow,with eleven bodies discussed, or 22.5 per cent; 
Ba:rker and Commager, with ten bodies discussed, or 20.8 per 
! 
cert; and the lowest,Hughes, with nine bodies discussed, or 
18.3 per cent. 
In examining each book for areas of disparate word em~ 
55 
is to but two bodies of the ten treated by this book. They 
e the Civilian Conservation Corps and the Tennessee Valley 
Dumond,Dale and Wesley lead all other books in 
percentages devoted to the Agricultural Adjustment Ad-
stration, Civil Works Administrationj Farm Security Admin-
ration,Federal Emergency Relations Administration National 
. J 
Administration, and the Public vforks Administration. 
and Kepner offer comparatively stable percentage 
eatments to twenty-one of twenty~two bodies,but show a 
, gnificant percentage preference for discussion of the Ten~ 
Valley Authority. 
Forman assigns the greatest emphasis to a discussion 
Civilian Construction Corps and the Tenn.essee Valley 
uthority, while Gavian and Hamm.not only g~ve a large per-
entage of words to the Tennessee Valley Authority, but also 
a significant percentage to a discussion of the Tern-
National Economic Committee, which was ignored by eight 
ten books and given only scant treatment by the ninth. 
Hughes foll01riiS the pattern of percentageS"! emphasis on 
Tennessee Valley Authority,but gives a relat~vely great 
1 
ercentage of words to the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
.a body which received scant treatment from but six other oooks. 
Harlow reserves a large percentage of words for the 
:Tennessee Valley Authority,while the remaining ten bodies 
treated by this book receive comparatively little treatment • 
. Muzzey devotes the lowest percentage of v-.rords of all the ten 
56 
II 
,, 
b ~oks to the Tenn,essee Valley Authority, but shows. a large 
p~rcentage devoted to the National Recovery Administration, 
tiJ a~d an equal percentage empnasis to the Civil Works Adminis-
t r>ation and to the Public Works Administration. 
Wirth,who has the distinction of having attained the 
h ghest total of bodies discussed,offers only one disparate em-
Il p~asis, and that is on the Tennessee Valley Authority. This 
i! b~ok;reflecting its high total of bodies .discussed,shows the 
il g~eatest measure of percentage stability of all ten books 
II 
attalyzed. 
!I Yarborough,Bruner and Hancox reveaJ.:: a percentage em-
p~asis on the Tenn~ssee Valley Authority, lead in emphasis on 
t~e United States Housing Auth~rity, and standsalone on the 
Sprplus Marketing Administration, with a relatively great per-
cpntage emphasis. 
In terms of percentage allotment of words, some bodies 
rpveal significant prominence. The Civilian Conservation 
Cprps has been strongly treated by Form?U but lightly regarded 
b 1 Faulkner and Kepner. The Farm Security Administration re-
c~ived a good proportion of words from Dt~ond,Dale and Wesley, 
t~is same book,at the same time,showing a predilection for 
discussion of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. 
II 
i Surprisingly ,however, the National Labor Relations 
•I 
Bpard,a body that was treated by all of the ten books, 
! 
sp.owed no disproportionate treatment by any one book. 
The National Recovery Administration was ignored by 
II 
· si bo~ks, but has been heavily emphasized by two of the 
re~aining four. In fact, over one quarter of the percentage 
to al devoted to fourteen bodies was assigned to this body 
by Dumond, Dale and Wesley. Likewise, more than a third of 
Muzzey's percentage total of words devoted to twelve bodies 
wa! given to the National Recovery Administration. It would se~m clear, therefore, judging by the large measure of q~titative emphasis placed upon the subject in these two b~~~s, that the authors looked upon the National Recovery Ad~inistration as a significant body in recent American his-
to J:'Y. 
I The Tennessee Valley Authority, treated by all ten books, 
repeives a fairly stable percentage allotment of words from 
ni~e books. Indeed, this body shows surprisingly small per-
cehtage variations as compared with the widely disparate allot-
mepts given to the remaining bodies. Hence, the evidence would 
appear conclusive that the Tennessee Valley Act was of major 
co~cern to the authors of the books under analysis. 
Table X thus reveals examples of greatly disparate em-
pJllsis, by each book, on the vast majority of bodies born of 
tr.k New Deal. What one author appears to consider worthy of a .st~ong quantitative emphasis, in terms of percentage allotment 
!I 
oijwords, others ignore entirely or treat with scant concern. 
T!erefore, it might be concluded, the authors haye little agree-
mJnt as to the degree of importance of the gr.ea~er number of 
bcdies, and that a significant amount of subjectivity 
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TABLE XI 
RANK ORDER, AGENCIES, BOARDS, ETC., ACCORDING 
TO MEAN PERCENTAGES OF WORDS :QEVOTED TO NEV'l DEAL 
~encies,Boards, Etc. Total Word Percent-ages of all Ten Texts 
Te nessee Valley Authority 
Na 1ional Recovery Administration 
Ci ihlian Conservation Corps 
Pu~lic v1orks Administration 
Na~ional Labor Relations Board 
Se~urities & Exchange Commission 
Wo~ks Progress Administration 
CiV"il 'vorkS. Administration 
Fe~eral Emergency Relief Administration 
Un ted States Housing Authority 
Farm Security Administration 
Fe~eral Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
Ho~e Owner 1 s Loan Corporation 
Napional Youth Administration 
Suh?lus Marketing Administration 
Un ted States Farm Security Administration 
Te~porary National Economic Committee 
Fe eral Housing Administration 
NaGional Resou~ces Committee · 
Re 3onstruction Finance Corporation(l931 on) 
Fanm Credit Administration 
Corrmodity Credit Corporation 
Re~ettlement Administration 
Fe~eral Communications Commission 
El~ctric Home and Farm Authority 
Fe eral Works Agency 
Wo ks Proiects Administration 
Pr 1 sident's Committee on Farm Tenancy (1937) 
I -So~ial Security Board 
Fe~eral Co-ordinator of Transportation 
Fe~eral Power Commission 
Na~ional Maritime Commission 
Ai ,~ Sat ety Board 
Fe eral Crop Insurance Corporation 
Fe
1 
eral Surplus Relief Corporation 
Bi ~uminous Coal Commission -· 
Bi~uminous Coal Labor Board 
FaW:m Reclamation Bureau 
4.17 
.1.62 
1.57 
1.21 
.83 
. 75 
-7J 
.69 
.65 
' 
-55 : 
·a3 
. 9 
.41 
.36 
-35 
-33 
.29 
.28 
.21 
.21 
.19 
.18 
.ll 
.ll 
.09 
.08 
.08 
.07 
.05 
.oa 
.o 
.04-
.04 
.03 
.03 
.03 
.02 
.02 
.02 
' 
' 
Asencies,Boards,Etc. 
il 
I 
TABLE XI 
(Concluded) 
:rr~¥e"'xl.l-Oo ..... o:rdinator of R·ail Transportation 
Labor Advisory Board 
Wo~ks Allotment Division 
Ciyil Aeronautics Authority 
Consumers' Advisory Board 
·Emergency Housing Corporation 
National Mediation Board 
Na~ional Recovery Review Board 
United States' Employment Service 
Industrial Advisory Board 
Total Word Percent-
ages of all Ten Texts 
.02 
,02 
.02 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 
This table shows the rank.order of the various Adminis-
t1ative bodies discussed in Table X, in terms of mean 
pErcentages . 
. A comparison of this showing ~dth that of Table IX 
sr6ws that the first four bodies consistently held their 
pclsi tiona, vii th the Tennessee Valley Authority show"ing a large 
pE~rcentage lead. The latterJ of course, reflects its out-
s anding i..rord total shown in Table IX. 
Or the twenty-three bodies containing a total of one 
h~ndred or more words (see Table IX) seventeen of these assum-
1 
e ~ a position change, according to the showi~g of the tableCXt). 
T is was the result of having: ( 1) a percentage emphasis by one· 
o~ more of the ten books not given numerically, and (2)the fact 
!) 
i.t~-i 
' ~ ~-
th~t a bare majority of the twenty-three received mention in 
filre or more books. 
The Works Progress Administration falls two places in th 
abpve table. It relinqtushed its position to the National Labor 
BB~ations 1 Board which had received percentage emphasis from 
th~ee books and, as well, ten mentions. 
The Security and Exchange Commission achieved the larg-
est increase. It leapt from 17th position in nlimerical ranking 
toil 6th place in Table XI. This ranking, of course, reflected 
tJ:ir marked emphasis accorded it by Hughes. 
/1 Another significant upward move was that of the Federal 
II 
DEwosit Insurance Corporation. It rose from 16th position,in 
T~: ble ~1-X, to 12th position ranking in rTable XI, which served 
tc show the marked emphasis given it by Barker and Commager, 
ar d by Hughes • 
The United States Housing Authority, which ranked 7th 
il Table IX, dropped three places in Table XI as a result of 
hEving received treatment by but half of the texts. The same 
II · f~:.:te overtook the Home Owner 1 s Loan Corporation which, for 
II 
t 1/'e same reason, dropped. three places, or to 14-th position 
ir the above table. 
The National Youth Administration also dropped three 
pc'si tions, the result of having had but six mentions and due to 
·e \ h<~ving no significantly-large percentage emphasis by any book. 
Only six of the twenty-three bodies main:tained their 
ppsitions on both tables. Reference has already been made to 
. t 
•-
I 
II 
th~ four leading bodies. The remaining two,the Agricultural 
Ad~ustment Administration and the National Resources Committee, 
e . shbw no position change. They have percentage emphasis shown, 
ho'(vever, by Dumond,Dale and Wesley a,nd by Yal"borough, Bruner 
an !l Hancox. 
In terms of mentions, the first ~wenty-three bo~ies in 
~aple XI received an average of 5·~ mentions. This is one of 
\j tl:!l3 factors which determined their positions, although in ten:s:i ve 
si(p.dy of Table X indicates that the prime factor governing 
I 
., 
trl!eir placed positions was that of the extent of percentage 
I 
I 
a]fotment accorded them by one or more bodies. 
In comparing the rank order of bodies in the above 
tcble with the numerical rank order of the same bodies in 
T~ ble IX, it is possible to see significant changes in emphas-
i • Percentage totals appear to be far more revealing,also, 
i indicating areas of disproportionate emphasis by the 
v~rious books. 
I From the evidence found in the above tabLe, it would 
s.em conclusive that there is a characteristicly aimiess 
I 
i elusiveness existing in the ten texts analyzed; that there 
h~s been no attempt made to achieve a specific minimum content 
oF-fering of given Administrative bodies of the New Deal;and., 
e~~ct;P- t in rare instances, there was a singular lack of pro-
p~rtionate distribution of emphasis on the various bodies. 
Fence the texts are in almost complete disagreement as to 
. I 
II 
If 
whi~h facts of a needed nature are important enough to warrant 
att3ntion. There is not any observable pattern of emphasis 
witP.in the table, ra·ther, after scanning the analysis of it, 
it Would seem as if author subjectivity of selective emphasis 
dominates the picture presented. 
TABLE XII 
ACTS, LAW, BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS OF THE NEW DEAL, 
ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY, WITH TOTAL WORDS DE-
VOTED TO SAME IN EACH OF THE- TEN BOOYIB 
!Acts, Laws, · l Etc. B&G 
Adj)kt Service Co~pensation 0 
AAAI of '33 .756 
'A-aATr of 1 38 99 
' Mail, ·r 34 0 
j\n~~Propa. g nda Act 0 
Ba ead, Js 
. F4rm Tenan-
c*Act,'37 0 
Ba ing,133 0 
Ba king,~35 0 
Bi~um. Coal 
. (Guffey, 
GJf:fev & s~11[yde~) o 
Co '1 t Re-Org. 
B 11 0 
cr:Ilmtl Code 
L~Jw, '34 0 
Deflaluation 
.A~t(See Gold 
R~serve Act) 0 ld . Ecfnomy of ;1 330 Em~rg.Bkg. 1 33 76 Em:~rg.RR Trans-
p;rtation ActO 
-t Ex c.Re-organ. Brll 0 
I! I 
Textbooks 
DD&W F&K F G&H Hu 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ill 0 o 
.228 1123 84 
250 89 13 
64 0 0 
52 0 0 
0 0 0 
177 o o· 144- 0 0 
0 
80 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 11 0 
0 
119 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 76 
0 0 83 0 0 
96 0 11 0 0 
0 12 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Ha M w 
0 0 05",3 
583 586 364-
210 97 173 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 103 
0 0 0 
434 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 181 105 
0 55 242 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
55 
YB&H 
0 314 
0 
0 
0 
163 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
101 
31 
0 
. l 
Ac"'s ,Laws ,Eta , 
B&G DD&\'l 
Fair> Babor 
St~ds(Wages 
&Hours)Act 117 0 
Frm l>~ortg. 
Re~ief Act 0 0 
F~ ftelief. 
Ac'-' 
Fm'I~nancy 
ACIIJ 
Fm i,l:'en.& Re-
hBbil Act 
35 0 
0 0 
0 0 
F ec,l. Communs 
Ac't of 134 0 0 
~-~~~-Em erg. 
r'\.e tu .. ef Act o o 
Fec.Housing 
Aclt 
Fee .Secur-
22 0 
i ies 133 . 32 0 
Fl< od Control 
A t(see Om-: 
n bus ..• ) 
Fo d,Drug & 
Co~metic 
Ac 
Fr zier-Lemke 
o· 0 
0 0 
B ~krptcy Act 0 0 
Fr ~zi er-L emke 
M~r:tgage 
M~ratm Act 0 0 
G1~ss Bank-
i ~g Bi11C.s;.;e 0 'b 
G~~ s£~}1eia.g~ll 
/' B ttking Act '33 120 73 
Go. d Repeal 
Resolution 0 0 
Go~d. Re-
sbrve Act 
of 
1r34 0 0 
I 
'TABLE XII 
'(Continued) 
Textbooks, 
F&K F G&H Hu 
242 124 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14 0 
0 0 
0 6f5 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
32 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6o o 
61 0 
0 0 
'·0 ·0 
0 0 
33 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
Q. 0 
0 0 
17 0 
0 0 
0 
CY 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
\ (\) 
Ha 
J 
f 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
33 
'10 
0 
0 
w YB&H 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
~ 0 
0 13 
0 0 
0 0 
0 62 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
63 6o 
0 O· 
0 0 
I 
.. .<~() 
.. 
I 
TABLE XII 
(.Continued) 
1ts,Laws, '!lextbooks 
e tc. · B&G DD&W F&K F G&H Hu Ha M w YB&H 
( S E e Devltn 
Ac t) 
Go' t Re-Org. 
Aq t(see Re-Orgn 
A ;t of 1 39) 6 ·~ 0 102 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gu fey Coal 
A t, 1 35 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( ~ee Bitum. 
C~al Act) 
Gu~fey-Snfder 
0 0 0 0 0 62 36 0 C(Jal Act see 0 0 
E~t.Coal Act-
G~S Coal Act 
cf 135) 
He ~ch Poll tl 
44 176 1 c ti v Act, 1 39 51 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 
Hch Po1l 
68 .t ctiv.Act 1 •4o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 H me Owner s ~!4 ~oan Act 0 0 28 (·14 0 0 0 0 0 
I d.Offs Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 0 0 
J 1dic .Proced. 
:teform Act 0 0 38 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 
Legal Sale, Wi. 
37 45 ~Beer Act 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mbtor Carrier 
Act 0 0 103 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ fume . B ankrup :t-
... 
cy Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 
1 1uscle Shoals-
264 1 ~A Act 0 15 0 0 0 0 322 0 0 1- Act 0 0 .. , 0 .c:: 0 0 0 0 0 
tl Housing '15 
Act 0 0 0 62 18 0 0 0 26 0 
tl Ind.Recov. 
Act 537 0 6oo 454 85 107 6S8 103 -487 4_47 
tl Lab .Rela-
e tions Act(see 0 0 l97 58 0 51 0 0 27 107 Nt:t ivag .-Con. hab .Rel.Act) 
:lmnibus Flood 
Control Act 24 .Q 0 0 
(see Flood 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Control Act) 
I , 
TABLE XII ( 'Con tinuea) 
'JJextbooks AclrS,LAWS, 
1 fro. 
II B&C DD&\v F&K F G&H Hu Ha M YB&H 
Pu1: 1. Util.Hldg 
Ocr Act 
Raitlroad Act 
0 0 
0\ 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
RR Relief Act 
RR 1Pension Act 
Ram$peck OS Act 
Rec 'p. Tariff 
Ac G '34 90 0 
Rec' Tariff Act,~ 0 0 
~eclTrff Act,t4o 0 0 
( s $e Tariff Rec. ' 
A 1 t-Trade Agree. 
mbnts Act) 
Re- 'rg.Act, '39 0 0 
Rep al Ntl 
Pr hib.Act 
( se ~ 21st Arndt) 
Sal of Sec't's 
160 146 
Ac of 1934 0 
Sec r &Exch.Act 0 
Shi] Subsid'jr 
Ac 0 
Sil"{ er Purch. 
0 
0 
0 
Ac 
Soc Sec.Act 
SoiJ Conserva. 
& Ipmestic Al-
0 0 
239 294 
loitnent Act g7 
Stocl~ Exch.Act 0 
Suplbeme Court 
Re+Orgn Bill 0 
Sup lreme Court 
·. Re~iremt Act 0 
Tar~ff Recip- 0 
ro ~i ty Act, '34 -(s~e Rec.Tarff 
Ac tl~Tr Agrs Act) 
Tra e Agreemts 
Ac. ,1934 . 0 
( se ~ Tf Rec .Act-
Rec:{p. Tf Act) 
Truth in Secur't1s 
A t 0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
239 
90 
174 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
4 0 
7 0 
7 0 
7 0 
0 
ll 0 
go o 
30 0 
0 g9 
507 309 
:o 
0 
0 0 
0 
25 0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
65 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
19 0 
0 ' 33 
0 13 
0 0 
o ·o 
0 . 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
Ot 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
33 
Or 
103 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o. 
0 
0 
62 0 
0 0 
0 0 
139 0 
0 0 
22 0 
0 54 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 69 0 
197 103 4o4 334 237 4ol 
124 0 
0 0 
0 0 
101 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0. 1~2 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 33 0 
72 ~~4 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
61 0 
0 
0 
224 
0 
........ 
-
--
~~ 
II 
~ 
' . TABLE XII 
(Concluded) 
'i: cts ,La1vs, Textbooks 
" 
Etc .. B&G DD&W F&K F G&H 'HU Ha ·M w YB&H 
--,_ 
i t t j. ! i ' l I 
20 h Amendment 0 0 0 0 19 6' 0 0 0 0 
2le It Amend.men t 0 0 0 0 0 al 103 0 0 0 (s~ 
1e Repeal of Nc: tl Prdlll;JL~t-i.on 
Ac ~ Un loyment R ~ief Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 
Wg s&Hours Act 0 0 0 0 112 0 0 _44 0 0 (s 1 e Fair Labor 
sl 1andards. Act) 
Wa~ner-Connery 
94 89 NI 1R Act 103 0 0 0 225 25 0 0 
( s ~1eN'DJR Act) WB;ener-Steagall 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H using Act . 
( ee Ntl Hsg 
ct) 
Wh ~e1er-Lea Trans- o,: 5 pc r ation Act 0 ·~ 0 0 D 0 0 0 '-() " 
Wh ~ el er-Rayburn 
A t 0 22 0 0 0 0 239 0 0 0 
Wo ~k Relief Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ll 0 
Wo k Relief Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 121 0 
Table XII lists alphabetically each act, law, bill or 
re ~ol uti on of the New Deal and the total number of words each 
bo~k assigns to a discussion of these several instruments. 
II The table is significant in that it shows the amount of 
fa~tual data on acts, __ la"t.vs, etc., which each text presents. 
I There are eighty-three separate items appe~rlng in one 
or more of the ten books analyzed. However, as the table 
inllicates, there are tvJenty-four cross references, made 
ne essary by reason of the fact that many books that discuss 
.. ~:;s 
teJ',;cehs.ame act,law,bill or resolution gave different titles to 
.. ~( For instance,Gavian and Hamm 1 s Bituminous Coal Act is one 
1;-J jith Barker and Commager' s Guffey Coal Act of 1935, which both 
I. 
M zzey and Wirth term the Guffey-Snyder Coal Act. In order to 
bE able to adhere faithfully to the criteria set forth in 
Cl apter III of this study, no grouping of these identical acts 
I 
1 "files attempted. Each act,law, bill and resolution is listed as 
"'l 1.111 • th t .... 
...... il app ears ~n e ex v • 
The table reveals the number of words accorded the acts 
ard other such instruments listed.It would appear obvious that 
a !greatly di·sparate emphasis is. the characteristic pattern of 
trills table, one which follows that of other patterns in all 
o4! the preceding tables. 
An analysis of this table shows that only three acts, 
less than 4 per cent of the total number trea~ed, received 
mention in each of the ten books. The Agricultural Adjustment 
Ac 11t of 1933 was given a comparatively-enormous word range! from 
Htghes 1 eighty words to Forman•s 1123 words.The remaining two 
ha~ ten mentions, the Social Security Act and the Wagner-
cJ~nnery National Labor R~?lations 1 Act (the National Labor Rela-
1 t+ns 1 Act). They. exhibit smaller 11 spreads" in word range, but 
e~~n here the rormer Act shows a five-times-greater emphasis 
f om the lowest to the highest, while it is found that the Wag-
'1 ner-Connery Labor Relations' Act (National Labor Relations' 
I ~ 
Act) shoirJS a nine-times-greater emphasis from lm.vest to 
Ill 
1
1
1 
highest. 
The National Industrial Recovery Act, as treated by 
nitle books, shows a vmrd range of eighty-five to 683, or an 
o( II 
oOt per cent increase from the lowest number to the highest. 
The lack of factual information present revealed itself 
wi 
1
:hin the area of total acts, laws, bills and resolutions 
,I 
me 
11 tioned. Of the eighty-three separate acts, laws 1 bills and 
re olutions tallied, forty-one, or approximately 50 per cent, 
acjieved but a single mention in any one book. Howeverj by 
co puting the total number of mentions (180) and dividing it 
inJo the total number tallied 
at !I an average menj;ion of 4.6 .. 
(83) it was possible to arrive 
II The highest number of acts mentioned was thirty-six, 
or 43 per cent, by Faulkner and Kepner,while the fewest number 
di cussed was eight, or 10 per cent, by Hughes. Ranged between 
are found 1V'irth,vrith twenty-eight., or 34 per centj Muzzey,with 
ni eteen, or 22 per cent; Barker and Commager with seventeen, 
or1120 per cent; Yarborough,Bruner and Hancox,, with sixteen, or 
l9jper cent; Forman anc1 Gavian and Hamm each with fifteen men-
ti p'ns, or 18 per cent; and lastly, Harlow,and Dumond,Dale and 
li -\~e~~11:.leY, each one of ~vhich mentioned fourteen, or 17 per cent. Individual author emphasis is marked in this table. 
II 
\rh le seven books ignore the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, Harlow s~clws a large quantitative concern for the Act. Dumond, Dale 
anc Wesley devote a relatively great word amount to the Hatch 
ill 
II 
I Pc~itical Activity Act of 193~ and disdain treatment of the 
sa \:n.e act when broadened in 1940. 
Yarborough, Bruner and Hancox stand alone with a large 
wcrd allotment given to the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenancy Act of 
.I 
1c37. Harlow assigns a relatively staggering word •weight' 
tdl the Court Re-organization Bill, which, strangely, was not 
djscussed by the remaining nine books. 
Note, too, the singularly great amount of word emphasis 
wllli.ch Faulkner and Kepner devote to the Government Re-organi-
- II 
Zf~ion Act, which was not treated by seven books. 
Hughes, lowest in total mentions and total words devoted 
to the New Deal, allots a startlingly-large number of words 
tc the National Industrial Recovery Act. 
Both Dumond, Dale and Wesley and Yarborough, Bruner and 
H~~cox emphasize the Trade Agreements Act of 1934, which was 
d~scussed by only six books discussed and with much less word 
er phasis. 
A further characteristic of the books studied is the 
tEndency of their authors to ignore the vast majority of acts, 
h
lJL
1111
'avsy, bi1t·11s and resolutions, and to give a comparatively ]~ word - "weight 11 - to a few selected acts. 
1 appears to be clear from the evidence that the m :jority of' books characteristically selected a few acts, and s~ rorth, and emphasized these in a highly disproportionate 
mJnner. Thus, the distribution of quantitative emphasis 
7:1 
II 
1/ 
shcvm in the table is a clue to the high degree of subjecti-
vi y indulged in by the authors of the books studied. Indeed, 
41' it must be concluded that there is scarcelY any agreement 
am ng these authors as to what constitutes important legis-
la~ive acts of the New Dealj and of those few acts, laws, bills 
an~ resolutions which were mentioned by seven or eight books, 
II ii • su~h superficial indication of substantial agreement as did 
se~m to be present was nullified by greatly disparate word 
em~hases found within the texts· analyzed. 
TABLE XIII 
NUMERICAL RANK ORDER OF ACTS ,LAWS, BILLS AND 
RESOLUTIONS ACCORDING TO TOTAL \'fORDS IN ALL 
TEN BOOKS 
Laws, Acts, 
Etc. 
~€ricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 
N, tional Industrial Recovery Act 
Sc cial Security Act 
A ricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 
F ir Labor Standards Act 
M scle Shoals - Tennessee Valley Development 
E·ergency Banking Act of 1933 
S ~ Conservation & Domestic Allotment Act 
W1 gner-Connery National Labor Relations Act 
T ade Agreements Act of 1934 
E 1, onomy Act of 1933 
N~tional Labor Relations Act 
Court Re-organization Bill G~ld Reserve Act of 1934 
Public Utili·ty Holding Company Act 
G~ass-Steagall Banking Act of 1933 
B~peal of National Prohibition Act 
T~entieth Amendment , 
Hatch Political Activity Act of·l939 
~heeler-Rayburn Act 
Act 
Total 
ivords 
4-506 
3508 
3025 
97b 
720 
601 
581 
566 
536 
t=;31 ~ 
4-34-
430 
40o 
358 
306 
285 
2~1 2 1 
7.2 
-
' H 
1/ 
-
t7q 
•J 
II 
TABLE XIII 
( Continued) 
~aws, Acts 
-
Total 
Etc. Words 
Bar king Act of 1935 217 
Ban king Act of 1933 1~7 Sec urities & Exchange Act l 7 
Ban khead-Jones Farm Tenancy Act of 1937 163 
Rec ,ft.procal Tariff Act of 1934 159 
Sil ;fer Purchase Act l5g 
Wa§ 1es & Hours Act .. 1~6 Far ~ Tenancy & Rural Rehabilitation Act 1 g 
Twe ~ty-first Amendment 14-4-
Re-~rganization Act of 1939 139 
Tru h in Securities Act 123 
\vor Relief Bill 121 
Cri 1inal Code Law of 1934- 119 
Gov,3rnment Re-organization Act lll 
Nat onal Housing Act 106 
1-1otpr Carrier Act 103 
GufPey-Snyder Coal Act 9b 
Fed eral Securities Act of 1933 94-
Hom s Q]m.er 1-s1 Loan~:Act-- ; g6 
Leg :tl Sale of Beer & \'Tine Act 82 
Foo i,Drug & Cosmetic Act 7~ Dev 3..luation Act 74-Guf Pey Coal Act of 1935 ~g Hat ~h Political Activity Act of l94o 
Air Mail Act of 1931+ 64 
Fra ~ier-Lemke Bankruptcy Act 61 
Sup reme Court Re-organization Bill 61 
Exe ~utive Re-organization Bill 55 . 
Adj 11sted Service Compensation Act 53 
Ant ~:Propaganda Act ~ Sto!k Exchange Act 
Fed 1ral Communications Act of 1934 4-5 
Em~Jgency Railroad Transportation Act 4-3 
Tra ff Reciprocity Act of 1934 42 I - . 4-1 Flo d Control Act 
Ind pendent Offices Bill 38 
Jud .cial Procedure Reform Act 38 
-
Far Relief Act 35 
Fed ral Emergency Relief Act 35 
Golc ; Repeal Resolution 33 
Rai road Relief Act 33 
SalE of Securities Act 33 
Shi}: Subsidy Act 30 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.Apts. Lavrs, Etc. 
Une pployment Relief Act 
Supreme CoUl~t Retirement Act 
Omn bus Flood Control Act 
Fed~ral Housing Act 
Sec~rities Act of 1934-
Gla s Banking Act 
Rai road Act .· 
1iag er~Stee.gall Housing Act 
TABLE XIII 
( Concluded) 
Nat onal Emploj~ent Service Act 
Far f1 1\fortgage Relief Act 
Far n. Tenancy Act 
Rai riad Pension Act 
Bit iuninous Coal Act 
\'Tor Relief Act 
Fra~ier·-Lemke l~ortgage 11ol"'atorium Act 
l•Iun cipal Bankruptcy Act 
Rec procal Tariff Act, 1937 
Rec procal Tariff Act,l94b 
Wheeler-Lea Transportation Act 
Ramspeck Civil Service Act 
Total 
1'lords 
215 
~a 
22 
22 
20 
19 
18 
i~. 
ll~ 
13 
11 
11 
10 
[1 
7 
7 
~ 
Table XIII shovs the rank order of acts, laT-rs) bills 
ana resolutions of the Ne;:v Deal, according to the sum total 
of rords devoted to them in-each of the ten books studied. 
A total of 23,289 ~orords have been devoted to the 
eig ty-three acts,laHs,bills and resolutions found in all 
ten,texts. The first three acts have 11,039 irJOrds,about 47 
per cent of' the total number of vmrds. That is, to put it in 
:e ano~her 1-;ay, among all of the acts ,lm·JS, bulls and resolutionG 
I 
I 
11hiph have receivect ::-aention in the ten texts, about 4 per 
cen~ of them use up about one-half of the total ·Hordage. 
I 
--
174. 
~ 
Wtt b. out question, here is to be .round an exclusive, quan-
tit ative emphasis used to a startling degree. 
Aside i'rom the heavy numerical emphasis that is 
ace orded the ranking three acts by practically all of' the 
bocks in which they were treated, these acts also achieved 
mer.tion in nine or more books, - two factors which determined 
their high ranking in the above table. 
/I Thirty-six acts, or 43 per cent of' the total treated, 
received a sum total of one hundred words or more. However, 
th•·!lse identical thirty-six acts received a total of" one 
I! 
hm~dred twenty mentions, or an average of' 3.3 mentions per 
ac~. Thus it would seem obvio~s that the word totals were ac~eved not so much by the majority o:t mentions as by the 
fact that there were specific instances of' greatly dispro-
pottionate emphases placed by certain of the books. 
TABLE XIV 
Table XIV serves to show the percentage of' words 
which were assigned to each act, law, bill and resolution 
passed during the era of' the New Deal. These percentages 
w,.re derived by dividing the number of words devoted by each b~~k to the New Deal (see Table III), into the number o:t 
wjrds given by each book to each act, law, bill and resolu-
t:ll/on found in Table XII. 
An effort was made, in this table, to present a clearer 
7.5 
and
1
more meaningful. statistical view of the varying emphases 
placed upon the acts,laws, bills and resolutions by each book. 
In comparing the evidence of percentage emphasis on 
thiL instruments w1 thin each book, 1 t is found that Barker and 
Corr~ager devote m.early 50 per cent of its.:· total percentage in 
thjs table to but two acts, t?e Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
l9~3)and the National Industrial Recovery Act. This same book, 
it ;may be noted, devotes, relatively, a surprisingly large 
pe centage to the Repeal of National Prohibition Act, a~ act 
-vrh~ ch was ignored by eight of the o.ther textbooks. 
I Dumond,Dale and Wesley ,in ---'Gthe_ ... discussion of fourteen 
' 
of 'the acts, devotes 5El per cent of· -~~::.d:..t.s total percentage to 
bu, four of the acts, a degree of emphasis not much less eK-
cl sive than what Barker and Commager presents. This book,along I! 
wi '11. that of Barker and Commager,gives a relatively large per-
-ce~tage emphasis to the Repeal of the National Prohibition act; 
; {p ,a~0eS"c an unusually· great emphasis upon the importante of the 
'i Ha~ch Political Activi tSc;Act of 193S, and on the Trade Agree-
meJ,ts Act of 1934; ,and stands alone in treating the Criminal 
I Co tie Law of 1931+. 
11 Faulkner and Kepner, which led in the number of acts, 
la~s, bills and resolutions treated (36) ,devotes over 66 per 
lceht of its total percentage,in Table XIV, to but eight acts. 
In// short, over two-thirds of the total percentage allotment is 
I 
given to little more than one-fifth of the total ntoober of acts 
tr 
1
eat ed. Still more significant is the fact that this book 
asE~gns more than 35 per cent of the total percentage to but 
twc acts, that is, the National Industrial Recovery Act,and the 
e So< ltal Security Act. 
, Forman also displays the same type of relatively~great 
exj~usive emphasis. While this book treated fifteen acts of the 
to al, its text devotes 70 per cent of its total percentage to 
a iscussion of only three acts, namely, the Agricultural 
Ad ustment Act of 1933, the National Industrial Recover~ Act, 
an the Social Security Act. 
I Gavian and Hamm, treating but fifteen acts, allots 
approximatelY 8~ per cent of its total percentage in this 
table to but seven ac~s. While this may indicate a broader 
co erage than the majority of the books shows, it is worthy of 
nope that this book has devoted more than 25 per cent of its 
. toftal percentage to but~ act, the Social Security Act .. 
In discussing only eight acts,Hughes assigns a percent-
a@F majority to three acts,revealing a relatively large per-
cEhtage emphasis place upon the Devaluation Act, an act that 
n ·,be other books ignored .. Nevertheless, this bool\. is quite 
s·gnificantly in the lead in percentage allotment to the 
N~tional Labor Relations Act. 
Harlow, with fourteen references listed, de·votes about 
h< lf of his total percentage in the above table to i\J.wo acts~.:, 
t e Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, and the Supreme 
C lurt Re-organization Bil2. Significantly, this is the only 
I 
r 
77 
.... 
I 
II 
bo'k which treated the latter bill,devoting a decided percent--
ag~ emphasis to it. Note, also, the statistical 11 weighttt 
ii 
as '3igned by the author of this book to the Gold Reserve Act 
I 
of 1934~ and to the Wheeler-Rayburn Act, neither of which were 
di~cussed by any other book among the ten studied. 
Muzzey, with nineteen references, sho~rrs a percentage 
em has is on the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 '· and on 
tbe Social Security Act, but exhibited the least concern of 
I N al~ the other books, statistically, for the ational Indus-
trial Recovery Act. II, 
i \'firth, in his discussion of twenty-eight acts, makes 
1 . 
, a fatal percentage allotment of 50 per cent to but five of 
tt~, or scarcely one-sixth of the total treated by him. He 
pljces a statistical emphasis upon the Emergency Banking Act 
of 1933, and he stands alone in treating the Re-organization 
Act of 1939 and the Work Relief Bill. 
. Yarborough,Brtmer and Hancox,in treating sixteen acts, 
sr 1~ws tendency to place a strong percentage on the ranking t~~ee acts discussed in the preceding table, thus developing 
a ~efinite pattern from the analysis of the table. Yet this 
bcok deviates sharply from the rest by exhibiting a percentage 
enphasis slant toward th? Bankhead-Janes Farm Tenancy Act of 
1c37, the Trade Agreements Act of 1934, and ~~e Twentieth 
h endment, three acts which were largely ignored by most of 
I tl e texts analyzed in this study. 
In summing up the evide.nce of statistical emphasis put 
II 
78 
· tl} on the different 
t,r books studied, 
i I is found that: 
acts,laws, bills and resolutions by the 
as revealed by an analysis of Table XIV, 
il I l? A definite pattern of statistical emphasis upon the 
tl jree ranking acts is shm··rn in Table XIV. This w-as inevitable 
ir view of the enormous word emphasis which was placed on 
tl ese three acts in Table XIII. 
j 2. Each of the ten books show a percentage majority 
p 
h 
enphasis on a minority of the acts treat~d in each book. 
jj 3. There wOuld seem to be little agreement, either 
I ir~' percentage allotment or by choice of acts,laws, bills and 
rE elutions mentioned,among the ten books used in this study5 
4. The number of acts, laws, bills and resolutions 
wtich are mentioned appear to have had no bearing on percent-
a§e emphasis (or lack of emphasis) placed by each book. In 
brief, it would seem as though there were no ratio of drop 
ir percentage 11 weights" accompanying the rise in total acts, 
l.:: ~rs, bills or resolutions mentioned .. 
I 
I 5· Except for the pattern (already alluded to), the 
cl ;Lef characteristics which show up in this table are: the 
dj~parate treatments; lack of unanimity of mentions; lack 
oj equating of percentage 11 weights 11 , by any of the texts; and 
m.::~y examples of stgnificantly-disproportionate statistical 
en~hasis indulged in by each one of the ten texts studied~ 
:I 
79 
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PERCENTAGES OF \'lORDS CONCERNING THE NE\'f DEAL IN EACH BOOK DEVOTED TO 
EACH ACT 1 LAW,BILL AND RESOLUTION 
I I I Textbooks I I 
, I 
.. 
Acts ,Laws, Etc. B&C DD&W F&K F G&H Hu Ha M w YB&H 
Adjustment Service 
.56 0 I Compensation Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. 'i.AA of 1933 11.92 6.90 1.84 10.41 1.85 5.20 4.10 5.90 3.82 3.62 
AAAof 1933 1.55 .82 2.01 .82 .28 0 1.49 -97 1.32 0 
Air Mail Act of 134 0 0 
·a2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Anti-Propaganda Act 0 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bankhead-Janes Farm 
Tenancy Act of 1937 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.83 
Banking Act of 1933 0 0 • 1.43 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 
Banking Act of 1935 0 0 .92 0 0 0 0 0 1.03 0 
Court Re-organiza-
3.06 0 tion Bill r-. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,, 
Criminal Code Law of :· _· ... 
1934 0 2.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Devaluation Act 0 0 0 0 0 4.94 0 0 0 0 
Economy Act of 133 • 77 5 0 .61 1.33 1.10 0 
Emergency Banking 
Act of 1933 1.19 0 ·77 0 . 24 0 0 ·55 2.54 1.16 
Emergency Railroad 
Transportation Act 0 0 .10 0 0 0 0 0 0 .36 
E«ec.Re-organization 
Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·53 0 
Fair Labor Stan-
dards Act 1.34 0 1.95 1.15 0 0 0 .53 0 0 
Farm·Mortgage 
.30 0 0 0 Relief Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u Farm Relief Act 0 ·55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. 
. 
Q1) 
~ 
-e 
If! A.RT, W. XIV 
- -· ~Continueu) - -- ~ --
. Textbooks 
Acts, Laws, Etc. :.S&C DD&W m' .F&K ',i:l, ·G&H ·E.u a a ~ w YB&H 
1 ' 
Farm Tenancy Act 0 0 0 0 .30 0 0 0 0 0 
Farm Tenancy &Rural 
Rehabilltation Act 0 0 0 .63 0 0 0 .34 0 
Fed.Cornmunications 
Act of 1934 0 0 .26 0 0 0 0 0 0 .15 
Fed.Emerg Relief Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .33 0 0 
Fed~Housing Act .34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fed.Securities 
Act of 1933 .50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .72 
Flood Control Act 0 o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 .43 0 
Food,Drug & dos-
metic Act 0 0 .43 0 ·37 0 0 0 0 0 
Frazier_Lemke Bank-
.ruptcy Act 0 0 .49 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..,. 0 
Frazier-Lemke Mort-
fage Moratorium 
ct 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .10 0 0 
Glass Banking Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 .15 0 0 0 
Glasa-Steagall 
.42 .66 .69 Banking Act, 133 1.33 1.30 0 0 0 0 0 
Gold Repeal Resolution 
0 0 .27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gold Reserve Act 
of 1934 0 0 0 .73 0 0 2.42 0 0 0 
Hatch Political 
Activity Act,t4o 0 0 .55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Home Owner 1s 
Loan Act 0 0 • 23 .13 0 0 0 0 .46 0 
Independent 
Offlces Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .33 0 0 
' 
r::O 
; •. l. 
e e 
TABLE XIV 
( Ountinuecl?- - ~-_,;_,.·.::...~~- .,_-,_~- -~-"-·- II -· 
. 
Acts JLaws, Etc. ,. Texi1books ' •· 
B&C pn&\v F&K lf .G&H Hu Ha M .w YB&H 
" 
Judicial Procedure 
.Reform Act 0 0 .31 0 c .Q; 0 0 0 0 0 
Legal Sale of Beer 
. .:)4.~·. 
.47 0 & Wine Act 0 00 0 
' •'' I. • .~ ' o·· 0 0 
Motor Carrier Act 0 0 .S3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Municipal Bank-
ruptcy Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .OS 0 0 
Mus.cle Shoals--
TV Developmt Act 0 4.70 .12 0 0 0 0 3·23 0 0 
NEA Act 0 0 .12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ntl Housing Act 0 0 0 
·57 -39 0 0 0 .27 0 
NIE Act s.42 0 4.S3 4.20 1.S5 6.96 4.S6 1.04 5.12 5.16 
Ntl Labor Hela..;. 
tions Act 0 
Omnibus Flood Con-
0 1.59 .,54 01 3.30 0 0 .2S 1.23 
trol Act 
.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Public Utility 
l.4o 1. l~l .67 Holding Co. ,Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 l.OS 
Railroad Act . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .13 0 0 0 
RR Relief Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .33 0 0 
Ry Pens ion Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .13 0 0 
Ramsp eck CS Act 0 0 .03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Reciprocal Tariff 
1.41 .o6 .65 0 Act of 1934 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rec.Tar.Aci of t46 0 0 .o6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rec.Tar.Act of t 1 0 0 .06 0 0 ;1) 0 0 0 0 
Re-organization 
1.46 0 Act of 1939 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Repeal Natl Pro-
2.60 0 hibition Act 2.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. 
'Xi 
0J 
e e 
•~t 
---
TABLF. XIV_ 
--
-- ( 0oncl uded) c---·• - --~ : 
- Acts,Laws,Etc. Textboolcs 
B&C- DD&W F,&K :r ~H Hu Ua ~ !! :(E&H 
Sale of Securi-
.23 0 ties Act 0 0 o .o~ o 0 0 0 0 
Secur. Act of 1934 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 23 0 
Secur.&Exch.Act .6~ ·33 0 .62 Ship Subsidy Act 0 0 .2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Silver Purch.Act 0 0 0 .32 0 0 0 0 .?3 0 
Soc.Security Act 3.76 5·25 4.o3 2.36 4.20 6.70 2.E15 3.36 2. 4-9 4. 63 
Soil Cons.& Dom. 
Allotm;ji Act 1.36 
·59 0 ·79 2.65 0 ·72 0 .76 .74 
Stock Exch~ Act 0 .32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sup .Ct Re-org.Bill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .64 0 
S~.Ct Retir.Act 0 0 .20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tar.Recip,Act, 134 0 0 0 0 0 2.71 0 0 0 0 
Tr-ade Agreemts 
4.25 Act of 1934 Q:-· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.53 
Truth in Secur,Act 0 1.60 0 0 0 0 .23 0 0 0 
20th Amendment 0 0 0 0 .41 3 ,6!~ 0 0 0 2.42 
21st Amendment 0 0 0 0 0 2.66 
-73 0 0 0 I Unemployment 
Relief Act ·., 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .23 0 0 
Wages & Hours Act 0 0 0 0 2.4o 0 0 .41~ 0 0 
Wagner-Connery Ntl 
Labor Relations 
\ 
Act 1.62 1.67 0 0 1.94 0 1.60 .25 0 0 
Wagner-Steagall 
Housing Act 0 0 
.:J.$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Wheeler-Lea Trans-
portation Act 0 0 .04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~f~1*~lfifb~£f1Act § § 8 .39 § § § 81.70 § 0 rJz § 
.. 
·~ '~ 
I 
I 
II ,.l~ -- --· .1!:. 
I 
II TABLE X:V 
-
BUU~K ORDER 6F A6~e,~AWS,BI~~a ANR RESOLUTIONS LISTED 
ACCORDING TO lJ!EAN PERCENTAGE OF. \'fORDS DEVOTED TO 
NE\'f DEAL .. 
II !Rank Order Percentage 
II Total 
~I . 4.56 A ricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 N ~ional Inductrial Recovery Act • 21+ 
S ial Security Act 4.02 A~icultural Aajustment Act of l938 · .93 
M ~elf Shoals - Tennessee Valley Development Act .3l 
F · r abor Standards Act .76 
So l Conservation & Domestic Allotment Act .76 
T~~ae Agreemen:bs Act - l93lt • 71+ 
Vf gner-Connery National Labor Relations Act • 71 . 
N tional Labor Relations Act .~0 
E~rgency Banking Act of l933 . 5 
Tv. ntieth Amendment .65 
R eal of National Prohibition Act -51 
G ass-Steagall Banking Act of 1933 
·ao 
D ;valuation Act . 9 P~lic Utility Holding Company Act .46 
Eo~nomy Act of l933 .1+3 H~ ch Political Activity Act of 1939 .4l 
T~ nty-first Amendment • 31+ 
cdl§:t Re-organization Bill . .31 W~es & Hours Act .23 T Wiff Reciprocity Act,l934 .27 
Go, d Reserve Act of 1.934 .22 
C ~ minal Code Law of 1934 .21 
R!!iprocal Tariff Act, l934 .21 
'Vl'l 1 eler-Rayburn Act .21 
B king Act of 1935 · . 20 
B khead-Jones Farm Tenancy Act'of 1937 .19 
T th in Securities Act .13 
S~1~uri ties & Exchange Act .16 Si~ver Purchase Act . ,16 
F~m Tenancy & Rural Rehabilitation Act .15 
Re~organization Act of 1939 .la 
B~king Act of 1933 .l 
.e Wo,-k Relief Bill .13 Fe .~eral Securities Act of 1933 .12 
~~ ffey·Coal Act of 1935 .12 tional Housing Act .l2 
~~rr 
( (C,oJ~~ll-!~~~t 
Gv~fey-Snyder Coal Act 
Food,Drug and Cosmetic Act 
Gcvernment Re-organization Act 
He me Owner 1 s Loan Act 
1 Le g;al Sale of Beer & 'Yline Act 
Mcrr:;or Carrier Act 
S ock Exchange Act 
A(justed Service Compensation Act 
F~ 1 rm Relief Act 
H~ tch Political Activity Act of l94o 
S1~reme Court Re-organization Act 
A r Mail Act of 193~ 
ID'ergency Railroad Trans~ortation Act 
., , E ecuti v.e Re-organizatiozy Bill 
F~azier-Lemke BankrL~tcy Act 
AD.ti-Propaganda Act 
Federal Communications Act of 1934 
F~ood Control Act 
Independent Offices Bill 
O:nnibus Flood Control Act 
Farm Mortgage Relief Act 
F.;arm Tenancy Act 
Federal Emergency Relief Act 
Federal Housing Act 
Gold Repeal Resolution 
u udicial Procedure Reform Act 
Failroad Relief Act , 
f ale of Securities Act 
t nemployment Relief Act 
1 i tuminous Coal Act 
< 1J.ass Ban."lcing Bill 
J ecuri ties Act of 1934 
l hip Subsidy Act 
l,upreme Court Retirement Act 
\agner-Steagall Housing Act 
irazier-Lemke Mortgage Moratorium Act unicipal Bankruptc~r Act ational Employment Service Act ailroad Act 
F,ailroad Pension Act 
~amspeck Civil Service Act 
~eciprocal Tariff Act, 1937 
~eciprocal Tariff Act,l94o 
rheeler-Lea Transportation Act 
~lork Relief Act 
Percentage 
Total 
.10 
.09 
.09 
.08 
.08 
.08 
.08 
.06 
.o6 
.o6 
.o6 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.04-
.ol+ 
.ol+ 
.ol+ 
.ol+ 
.03 
.0} 
.03 
.03 
.0} 
.03 
.03 
.0} 
.03 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.Ol 
.Ol 
.01 
.01 
.Ol 
.Ol 
.Ol 
.Ol 
.01 
.Ol 
. 
The rank order of the acts,laws, bills and resolutions 
or the New Deal era is shown in Table XV in. terms of mean 
. - p ~rcentages, through the process described in Table I 
In scanning this table,one finds it possible to obtain 
a sharper view of the total emphasis accorded certain acts, 
1'1ws, bills and resolutions than is gained through any study 
or the less revealing numerical totals in Table XIII. II 
1/ To illustrate this point: Of the thirty-six acts, laws 
,, 
b~lls and resolutions .which rec$ived a total of one hundred 
wprds (or more) in Table XIII, thirty-one acts, or 36 per 
c'fnt,show a percentage position change in Table XV. Also, three 
acts,within the thirty-six listed in Table XIII, fall out 
o~ the first thirty-six in rank order of total percentage 
~~thin the above table: the Government Re-organization Act, 
tne National Housing Act, and the Motor darrier Act. 
The most marked position changes were made by: (1) the E~onomy Act of 1933, which fell from llth place in Table 
Jii[II to 17th position in Table XV, due,no doubt, to the fact I 
i~at but four texts treated it and because it had no text that 
~ ssigned a significantly-large percentage e~hasis; ( 2) Court 
le-organizatioU Bill,from ~3th position in numerical ranking to 
.cpth place in Table XV. But one text,that of Harlow,treated it, 
/r 1hich 
lj 1 ime, 
I II 
/II 
!I 
may account for its heavy wordage and,at the same time 
its small total percentage figure; (3) the Gold Reserve 
Act of l934, which_ lapsed nine places, or to 23rd position 
i~\Taole XV. Only two books treated this Act to which Harlow 
'I a 1
1
pne gives a marked percentage emphasis;(4) the Twentieth 
,~ndment, which rose from lBth position in Table XIII to 
l2ph position in Table XV, as a result of the significant per-
ce\[ltage 
(51 the 
II 
emphasis by Yaroorough, Bruner and Hancox and oy Hughes;. 
Banking Act of l933 which achieved the greatest posi-
ti0n change, or from 22nd position in Taole XIII to 34th 
po~ition in Table XV. This significant drop in rank order was 
acjrounted for by the fact that only on? book,Faulker and 
Ke~ner, treated this act; (6) the Twenty-First Amendment, on 
'I the other hand, rose from 29th place in Table XIII to l9th 
po~ition in Table XV, the result of a marked percentage em-
phasis given it by Hughes; (7) the Criminal Code Law,which 
cl~mbed to 24th position, or nine above it former numerical 
rapking in Table XIII. This law was mentioned by but one 
te' .. t,Dumond;Dale and "\'Tesley, which assigned a significant 
I p e ~->centage emphasis to it~ 
Thus, of the thirty-one position changes found in Table 
XV
1
,twelve acts improved their rank order positions, as com-
li pa~ed to Table XIII, v-Ihile the remaining nineteen lost ground. 
The drop in position for these nineteen acts in Table 
XVl in each case was the result of a significantly-small 
[, . t f t h "-h i t f t mi 1~orl y o men ions, wile u e rise n posi ion o . welve 
ac~s was the result of inordinate percentage emphasis by one 
I ' 
I 
o more books, rathe.r th£¥1 because of a majority of mentions. 
A tually, only ten of the leading thirty-six acts, laws, bills 
4i' a1d resolutions were mentioned in five or more books, while, 
0 the thirty-one acts, laws,bills and resolutions involved 
ir 
1
. position changes within Table XV, only five, or 16 per 
. c<rt, achieved mention in five or more textbooks. The average 
nl;rtber of mentions for said thirty-one acts was 2.6. 
TABLE XVI 
PERSONALITIES OF THE N~v D~~ ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY, 
UI2H TOTAL NUMBER OF.W'O.tWS GIVEN TO EACH 
PERSONALITY IN EACH OF TEN BOOKS 
Pe sonali ties B&C DD&iv F&K F G&H Hu Ha M w YB&H 
! 
Babson,Roger 
Ba1 er,Ne:wton 
Ba kleY, 
0 
0 
A ben W. 0 
Be l>le ,Adolph 0 
Bl1 ck,Hugo L. 0 
Bo.ah, 
\'l.lliam E. 
Br~ndeis, 
Lc uis D. 
Brcwder, 
EE'1r1 R. 
Bu 1fke, 
Ec ivJ .R. 
Bu ler, 
Pjerce 
Ca1d.oza, 
Bepj. N. 
Co~tby, Bain-
b1 iidge N. 
CoJrvin, 
D.: \rid L. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
4-
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
13 0 
0 0 
9 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
5 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
0 
0 
0 10 0 
3 0 0 
0 24- 0 
7 0 0 
31 4- 0 
12 7 0 
24- 0 0 
6 7 14- 0 
0 ... 0 0 
14 0 0 
4o 0 0 
22 0 0 
7 0 6 0 
88 1 
·-
I 
I 89 .. 
I 
I 
TABLE XVI 
(Continued) 
-
I 
Per~onalitiea B&C DD&W F&K F G&H Hu Ha M w YB&H 
Cop ~;Land, 
4-Ro al S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cou ~hlin, 
Cb I9.S E. 0 0 0 0 0 0 g 8 0 0 
Cum ~ings, 
Ho o.er S. 0 0 0 ll 0 0 11 0 0 
Cur uis, 
6 14- 0 Ch fl..S E. 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Cut uing 
Br pnson 0 -6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .o d ..• 
Dar r-ow, 
Cl iirence s. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 138 
Der [1, 
Ge prge H. 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 11 0 0 
Dov ~las, 6 W1Il 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Edi son, 
Cb as.F. 0 0 0 g 0 0 0 3 0 
Far D.-ey,Jas A. 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 4-6 
·7 0 
For d,Henry 0 0 0 0 0 0 4- e 0 
Fos Iter, 
Wrr . z. 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Fra !nkfurter, 
...., Fe iix 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 11 3 0 
Gar ner, 
4- 6 24- 14-Jc !hn l'J. 0 11 0 3 3 0 
Gee rge, 
4-\'1:; IJ.ter,F. 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 
GiJ r~:·, Gl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 C) 0 Glc s,Carter 0 4- 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
Gre n,Wm 0 0 0 )+ 0 0 0 10 4 0 
Han lton, 
20 0 Jc ~ D.l-1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Har I rison, 
4 
-
B~ h:>on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HeE rst,Wm R. 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 7 0 0 
HQJ [lt.~IS!, . ~ . 
OJ iver vr. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 52 0 0 
Hoc ~er, 6 g 31 32 86 115 HE bert c. 23 7 30 0 
' 
I I 
I :Of') 
-
,,._, .. 
I 
TABLE XVI 
(Continued) 
I 
e. P~rson- B&C JJD&W -F&K .F .G&H Hu Ha M '~ c:'ti ties m3&H 
!' 
J ppkins, R.L.O 63 0 24 0 0 0 61 14 0 
I 1Ughes, -
Chas. E. 0 11 0 Ki 0 0 0 30 0 0 I ull, Cordell 0 · 76 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 
ekes, , . 
~arold L. 0 20 0 28 0 0 0 18 13 175 
, /ackson, 
Robt H. 0 3 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ohnson, 
Hiram W. 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ohnson, 4D 16 
,Hugh S. 0 0 0 15 0 0 3 7 
ones,Jesse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 
iernan,John 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i~ 0 0 noxiFrank 0 32 9 19 0 1.~ o: ' 17 0 
aFo ette, 
6 Rob t . l'L , J r . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.andon,Alf N 7 21 10. 9 14 6 37 44 s 0 
Lemke,Wm 0 0 0 11 0 0 17 6 9 0 
~e~ds, 
46 14 18 18 s 67 14 John L. 0 23 10 
wilian thal , 
6 David E. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 
:wong, Huey P .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 
~cAdoo, Wm:·. G. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 
~cNar;y- C.I... 0 0 s 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 
~cReynolds, 
Jas C. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 
~1encken, ! 
Henry L. 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 
Millis, 
Harry A. 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 10 0 
~·1oley, 
56 I Raymond 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 
;Morgan, 
Arthur E. 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 9 27 0 
'.Morgan,Har-
14 
·-
court A. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~0 0 
,lvlorganthau, 
1 H. J. , Jr., 0 14 0 13 0 0 0 23 0 0 
Murphy, 
16 4D Frank C. 0 13 0 0 0 0 2 0 
'Murray, 
Phili:Q 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
: l \(r 
I 9:1 
-
) 
TABLE XVI 
{Continued) 
PE [rsonalitiesB&O DD&W F&K F ' G&H 
• 
Hu Ha R w YB&H 
M"C ~ray,Wm 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 No Y>ris 
G I ' 0 2~ ~orge W. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 348 o• ~al1oney, 
J bseph 0. 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 5 0 0 Pe ~k, Geo.M. 0 0 ·0 50 0 0 0 0 3~ 0 Pe 1->kins, 
F r>ances 8. 0 22 0 lS 62 0 0 53 0 0 Pe ~->kins ,:tv1ilo 0 0 0 0 o· 0 .. 
-
0 0 202~ Pi chat, 
G fford S 0 0 0 0 0 0 +~ 0 0 Pi ~tman,Key 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 
Po e, Jas .. P. 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 9 12 0 
Re i;d, StanleyO 3 0 0 0 0 0 10 l.!- 0 
Re ~d, Thomas 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Ri ~chie, 
A :fred 0 0 0 5 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Ro perts, 
0 ~en J -~ 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 30 0 0 
Ro binson, 
J bseph 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ro bsevelt, 
F D .. ~ 51 157 237 276 132 l3l+ 32 176 35 
Ro DSeVelt, 
T ~eodore ~ 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 
Ro Der, Danl :Q 0 0 ll 0 0 0 ll 0 0 
Sm th_,. 
A f,E .. 0 0 0 29 ll+ o· 39 ~- 12 
Sm .th, Edw. 0 l.!- 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 
St mson, 
H ~nry L. 0 23 0 22 0 0 0 0 9 0 
St ~ne, 
Ha 1lan F. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l~ 0 0 ... _) 
St '"-a us, 
N than L. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 93 
Su ,herland, 
G eorge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 
--
Sw l(.nson, 
0 !l-aude A. 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 10 0 0 
Th ~mas,Elmer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Th ~mas, 
E Q_bert D. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 
Th pmas, 
N orman 16 0 5 ll+ 0 0 17 13 27 0 
' 
I 'Q? 
--
~·:~7 
I 
,, 
TABLE XVI 
( Con,cl uded) 
' ' 
. • 
. 
' 
l . ~ 
-
Pe ~sonalities B&G DD&W F&K F G&H Hu Ha M \v YB&H 
-· 
. 
Th )ffipson, 
w o. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 138 
To msend., 
F ank .o 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 
Tu ~'\'Tell, 
R ?xf'ord 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 14- 0 0 
Ty ~ings, 
4-M llard E. 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 
Va ~den burg, 
A :-.thur H. 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 6 ~ 0 
Va il Devanter, 
1·1 llis 0 23 0 0 8 0 0 11 0 0 
Wa ker, 
F ~->ank d. 0 0 0 19 0 0 ·0 0 3 0 
w~ ~lace, 6 bnry A. 0 9 17 0 0 0 28 23 0 
Wa ~sh, 
•\24-T ~OS A. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Wb eeler, 
4-~ urton K. 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 ~ t.e, 
"· 
~A. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 89 0 0 
Wi chard, 
c laude 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 7 0 
W'i f-liams, 
Pl ubrey 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Wi [ilkie, 
64-\1; endell 82 277 27 58 85 39 93 89 0 
Wi lson, 
v eodrovr 8 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 
We odin, Wm.H. 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 30 0 0 
We ~dring, F rry H. 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 9 3 0 
Ye g, Owen D. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
-
. Table XVI lists, alphabetically, the personalities men-
joned during the New Deal era in the ten books analyzed. It t• I . 
sl ows the total number of words assigned to each personality 
' 
11i uhin each book. 
The names were gathered by means of a careful survey 
41' of the subject-matter pages of each book,. from picture cap-
tiDns, from footnotes, and by an extensive us.e of the index 
of,each book. However, no personality received increments 
tolhis word tally in cases where the name of the personality 
apDeared at the end of a chapter, or unit, as a part of study 
II pr blems, projects, or word assignmentsw 
Great care was exercised to see that only those words 
we e counted which discussed the background, beliefs, actions, 
an particular functions, whether 1dthin or without the realm 
of the New· Deal era, of a given personality. 
A total of one hundred eight names was found. Of this 
to al) ·,personalities numbering forty-three, or 39.7 per 
ce t, received a single mention, thirty-three personalities, 
or 30 per cent, received two mentions, fourteen personalities, 
or 12.9 per cent, received three mentions, six personalities, 
or 5-5 per cent, received four mentions, four personalities, 
or 3·7 per cent, received five mentions, two personalities, 
or 1.8 per cent received six mentions, one personality, or .9 
pe cent, received seven mentions, no personality received 
ei 1ht mentions, four personalities, or 3.7 p:er cent, received 
ni e mentions, and one personality, or .9 per cent, received 
II 
a lull ten mentions. 
In terms of total number of personalities mentioned by 
e~ch text Muzzey is found to be leading with sixty-six 
p rsonalities. Ranking next in order are: Forman uith forty-
• s ~ven personalities, Vlirth ;;ith forty-two, Dumond, Dale and 
\1~sley "t·.rith thirty-five, Harlov.r with twenty-one, Faulkner and 
KJpner ivith twelve, Yarborough,Bruner and Hancox 1fith eleven, 
B~rker and Commager with eight, Gavian and Hamm with eight, 
a1d,last, Hughes ivith six mentions of personalities. 
.e 
Thus, a grand total of 259 mentions was made of the 
I 
I 
o ~e htmdrec1 eight personalities, or an average of 25.9 per 
i 
c~nt of the number of personalities mentioned. Only four texts 
1-1 3re above the average; one fell slightly belmv: the av.erage; 
a~d the remaining fiVe texts \I'Tere considerably belOW the 
ali"erage. 
If any reasonable assumption could be made that mentions 
o~ personalities were of significance in any exposition and 
I 
i terpretation of the New Deal, then the evidence revealed 
i Table XVI shows that a majority of the ten books studied 
I . g ve only scant treatment to personalities involved in the New 
D al. Of the one hundred eight personalities mentioned, 70 
p ~r cent received but t1-ro or fewer mentions, vJhile scarcely 
II 
l~ per cent received five or more mentions. 
r A further study of the table sho11TS a continuance of the 
p 'ttern of greatly disparate 1-rords emphasis found in preceding 
t bles. For example, Yarborough, Brtmer and Han.~&:ox give the 
fDrmer President, Herber:t Hoover,·ll5 words, while Barker and 
I ; 
rr 
' 
Ccmmager dismiss the name Hith six words. The first-named 
be ok also allots a comparatively staggering 34S -vrords to 
e S nator George \'!. Norris, quoting him at length even while 
e ght out of the ten books ignore him. Hughes, 1nth the 
1 v-rest number of' personalities mentioned, devotes his wordage 
t ~tal almost exclusively to political aspirants, making only 
oie exception,namely, John L. Le1o1is. Muzzey, on the other hand, 
r nges -vndely in emphasis upon a varied group of figures, 
f~om political aspirants to relatively obscure members of the 
§inate of the United States. 
TABLE XVII 
!I 
NUMERICAL RANK ORDER OF PERSo:ttt\LITIEG, .AGCJ:lE.D;_. 
ING TO TOTAL I·!ORDAGE IN ALL TEN TEXTS 
~ersonali ties 
:Eoosevelt, Franklin Delano 
1 :illkie, \1 endel L. 
} orris, George W. 
I ull, Cordell 
J oover, Herbert C. 
ekes, Harold L. 
·ewis, John L. 
, erkins , Milo 
opkins, Harry L. 
~ an don, Alfred :M. 
J 1 erkins, Frances E. 
Darrow, Clarence S. 
~homp son, \'filliam 0. 
~mith, Alfred E. 
iughes, Charles E. 
~nox,Frank 
I 
I! 
,I 
Total Wordage 
. I \.011: 
.. •• ~. •< 
! 
I I !.L~.~ 
·-
• ,' ..J 
I 
.TABLE XVII 
(Continued) 
-
P trsonali ties Total vlordage 
N ~than 
s ,.raus, Nathan L. 93 T~omas, Norman 92 
Wr.tile, William A .. 89 
P~ek, George M. 88 
Jphnson, Hugh S. , .. f56 
Wallace, Henry A~ 83 
Farley, James A. ~9 G!;trner,· John N. 69 M~ley, Raymond. 65 Mprgan, Arthur E. 
6i M~hy, Frank S. 
Stimson, Henry L. 51~ 
B plmes , Oliver \'i. 52 J.1 brganthau, Henry .J.,Jr., ~~ p inchot, Gifford S. 
~ podin, William H. 47 [Iemke, \Villiam 43 
~ an DeVanter, \~Tillis 42 ardozo, Benjamin W. 4o 
E !lack, Hugo I. 38 
i organJ Harcourt A. 34 ope, ames P .. 33 ~ 'r>owder, Earl R. 32 pberts, Ov-;en J. 30 
:E ~rkleY, Alben \'i. 28 
'1 pvms end, Francis R. 26 
i ~lianthal, David E. ~~ ~andeis, LoUis D. . 
'1 ugwell, Rexford G. 24-
' 
!alsh, Thomas A. 24-
( urtis, Charles E. 23 ( olby, Bainbridge 22 
( ummings, Homer S. 22 
] cNary, Charles L. 22 
1 oper, Daniel T. 22 
andenburg, Arthur H. 22 
.e 11Talker, Frank C. 22 
oodring, Harry H. 21 
ern, George H. 20 
amilton, John D.N. 20 
encken, Henry L. 20 
.e 
Personalities 
Rcbinson, Joseph T. 
Wj i]..son, vloodrow 
Be lrah, \'lilliam E. 
C< p. vin, David. L. 
S anson, Claude A. 
G· een, William 
M llis, Harry A .. 
S one, Harlan F. 
F ankfurter, Felix 
R eel, Stanley 
R onev:elt, ·Theodore 
B ker, Ne1-rton D• 
I3 ·,r.;t:.a, Adolph A. 
Cpughlin, Charles E. 
K.ernan, John · 
Bl]ltler, Pierce 
F~ster, Willian z. 
w'ckard, Claude R. 
Eaison, Charles E. 
G~orge, Walter F. 
S~ith, Edward 
Twdings, Millard E. 
Eabson, Roger W. 
E~therland, George 
I ouglas, William 0. 
Class, Carter M. 
I Eng, Huey P •. 
llpAdoo, William G .. 
'lp.omas, Elbert D. 
~;heeler, Burton K. 
~ lackson, Robert H. 
l it chi e, Alfred 
c lillette, Guy M. 
J earst, William Randolph 
ones, JEilSSe E. 
l cReynolds, James C. 
· i ttman~ Key 
utting, Bronson· 
,JaFollette,Robert M. ,Jr., 
Thomas, Elmer 
tohnson, Hiram W. 
TABLE XVII 
(Continued) 
Total \'lordage 
20 
20 
19 
19 
19 
1~ 
18 
18 
17 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
i4 
14 
14 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
~ 
~ 
7 
7 
7 
7 
~ 
6 
~ 
. i 97 
! 
II 
II 
P ijrsonali ties 
II 
M rray, Philip 
0 Mahoney, Joseph C. 
B rke, Edward R. 
Cc tp eland, Royal S. 
F(
1
rd, Henry 
H, 'rrison, Byron P. 
M 1rray, \Villiam 
REed, Thomas 
Wj P.lie..ms, Aubrey 
Yc)ung> Owen D. 
TABLE XVII 
(Concluded) 
Total Wordage 
I Table XVII shows the numerical rank order of the 
pE~sonalities of the New Deal,. according to the total number 
o1l words found in all ten of the books treated in this study. 
Sixteen personalities, or 15 per cent of the one hundrea 
eight names found in all ten texts achieved a total of one 
ht;,' dred lvords, or more. Oddly enough, only six of those 
sikteen received a majority of mentions, while eight received 
a ~inority of mentions, and the remaining ~J~ received exactly 
I ha' f, or five mentions. In most cases, these positions were 
th:; result of greatly disproportionate emphases placed by one 
or more books. For instance, the position achieved by Senator 
G~~rge W. Norris may be attributed directly to the marked 
~ wo~d emphasis given to him by Yarborough, Bruner and Hancox. 
At the same time, this book contributed significantly to the 
raP.k nosi tions of the folloWing personalities: Cordell R'Ull, 
' -
'I 
1ii 
~I 
I 
~~ 
.. r~s 
' II 
II 
Herbert Hoover, Harold Ickes, Milo Perkins, Clarence Darrow, 
an Willian 0. Thompson~ The rank order of Charles E. Hughes 
~ wi hin the top sixteen 'was the result of significant word 
.'• 
:1 
em hasis by Forman, while, conversely, the respective.posi-
ti. ns of Franklin D. Roosevelt, V'Tendell L. \'fillkie, Al;lred M. 
La.don, and John L. Lewis, were due to the steady accumulations 
lj 
of i·.rords ~a thereti from nine or mare books. 
It is interesting to note that of the sixteen person-
al ties who received a total of one hundred or more words, 
se~en are political personalities, seven are cabinet or 
ad~inistrative figurea.prominent during the New Deal era,one 
I 
is I a Supr~me Court Justi<>e, and one a labor leade:i-. By adopt-
in~ the simple device of assigning a point score for each 
polki tion (i.e. , sixteen points for top position, fifteen 
pop_nts for second position, et cetera) ,it became possible to 
see that the emphasis is decidely in favor of political 
personalities, with siXty-eight points for political figures, 
fjfty-six for administrative figures, an abrupt drop to ten 
pc'tnts for labor personalities, and two for S1.1preme Court 
p E sonali ties. 
I The evidence given on Table XVII, therefore, tends to 
II cc~roborate the findings of Table VII, which shows that 
pc~itical .events dominate the selection of events which re-
CEiVe the greatest quantitative emphasis in the ten books 
Ul der analysis. 
I 
TABLE XVI.It 
TABULATION OF TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONALITIES MENTIONED, 
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 
WITHIN THE UNITS . OF DISTRIBUTION 
J~der 10 words 
10-20 words 
21-,30 words 
31-4-0 words 
41-50 words 
51-60 words 
61-70 words 
71-80 words 
81-90 words 
91-99 words 
100-200 words 
' 201-over words 
II 
Number 
27 
27 
15 
5 
5 
2 
4 
1 
4 
2 
8 
8 
Per cent 
of' Total 
· L :100 
Ill 
q::otals 
Jli 
108 100 
II 
This table reveals the distribution of' the total word 
pmphasis given to one hundred eight personalities who re-
peived mention in the ten books used in this study. 
I 
1 As may be seen, approximately 64 per cent of' the one 
r~undred eight persons mentioned received a total of' thirty 
ords or less. Sixteen persons, or approximately 15 per cent, ~eceived between thirty and seventy words. Seven, or 6.5 per 
II 
'bent, received totals between seventy-one and ninety-nine ~ords, while the remaining sixteen, approximately 15 per 
I 
fent, attained totals of' one hundred words or more. 
The table shows clearly that a significant majorlty of' 
personalities would seem to have been inadequately treated, 
a smalLn..urn.Q..e_:r:_ha_v_in~a._di_s_pr;.p.p_o.:cl;ionat_e_, qn an:t~~_a.;t,_.i.n~-==~======i 
\ 
\ 
e e 
TABLE XIX 
- - ~ -
BANK ORDER OF' BOOKS ACCORDING TO TOTAL AMOUNT - -
!)F ILLUSTRATION 14ATERIALS CONCERNING THE NEVf 
DBAL FOUND IN EACH 
~============================~==========~==================================! 
Books C~r- Charts Dia- Graphs Uaps Paint- Photo- Total 
toons grams ings graphs , 
Faulkner & Kepn®r~ America;Its 
History and People 2 0 0 2 2 0 12 lS 
Muzzey~A History of Our Country 5 5 0 0 1 0 5 16 
Dumond,Dale & Wesley! History 
. of the United States 0 0 0 0 5 0 10 15 
Gavian & Harnm: 
The American Story 2 0 0 0 1 2 4- 9 
Harlow: 
The Story of America 0 0 0 1 1 0 6 ~ 
Barker & Commaggr! 
Our Nation 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 6 
'
1lirtht 
The Development of America G 0 0 0 3 0 3 6 
Yarborough,Bruner & Hancox: 
A History of the United States 
for High Schools 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 5 
Forman: 
Our Rl!)public 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 4-
, 
Hughes: 
Our United States ·o 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
't :-
• 
!.d. 
0 
I ;~ 
I 
" \ 
I~ 
This table ( No,XIX) .. shmvs the amount of illustrative 
rna t erials each book contains ·within the pages assigned to the 
New Deal. It is listed in rank order according to the total 
arrount of materials found in each book. 
The table is important in that it reveals the possible 
sijl~nificant reason for the marked differences existing beto.-veen 
I . 
tb'~ total number of pages and the total number of words de-
vc~ed to the New Deal in each book under analysis. 
A valid assumption might be that those books which led 
ir total number of illustrations should also appear high in 
I' rshk order of the total number of pages devo·ted to the New 
De[l l. But this is far from being the case. Except in the case 
of Muzzey - first in total number of pages devoted to the Nevi 
Def- (see Table II) and second in total number of illustrati.ms 
' ard Faulkner and Kepner - first in the above table and second 
ir Table II, the amount of illustrative material shows no 
relatively stable proportion to rank order in the total number 
of pages devoted to the New Deal. 
The most marked deviation is found in Y,arborough,Brliner 
ar,~ Hanxox, and in Forman. The former,ranked third in total 
nlltnber of pages devoted to the New Deal, sho1ivS an Sth ranking 
ir the above tablej while Forman ranks ~th in Table II and 
9 h in Tal::lle XIX. A study of the table also reveals similar, 
if not quite so marked,deviations in the majority of books. 
aralyzed. The one exception is Hughes,who ranks lowest in 
~~ 
tl: e two tables. 
II 
j_O~ 
I 
II 
Within the body of illustrative materials found,photo-
gr~phs lead by a vnde margin, a total of forty-six being found 
in the ten books. Next, in the follo~nng order, come: maps, 
cc: rtoons, charts, graphs, paintings, and diagrams. In all, the 
tEn books have a total of eighty-eight different illustra~ 
t'bns or an average of 8.8 per book. A minority of books had 
II 1 
m(lre than the average number. 
A comparison of the rank order of certain books in 
T bles II, III and XIX reveals the apparent reason why the 
p oblem of proportionate allotment of pages, words and il-
l strative materials could not be overcome. For instance,Du-
m,nd,Dale and Wesley apparently had sacrificed valuable word 
soace so as to be able to present much pictorial matter.Rank-
e 11 fifth in number of pages devoted to the New Deal, and 
i~ird in illustrative materisls,this book yBt fell to eighth 
! lace in total number of 1'rords, reflecting the extensive 
jnclusion of illustrative materials. 
II The only book that does seem to show· some evidence of 
J roportionate stability in all three criteria is that of 
I irth,The Development of America. Placed in sixth position 
P.thin both rank orders of Table II, fifth in Table III,and 
eventh in Table XIX, this book show·s very slight rank order 
I ihanges .. 
II 
· Ho-vrever, Harlovr,too, exhibits.a marked change in rank 
lt>rder. Placed in seventh position in terms of total number of 
~ages devoted to the New Dea+ and first in terms of total num-
il 
. ~- :t0.1 
'·''.· 
• i 
·'·.· 
) 
' 1: er. of -vmrds devoted to the New Deal, his book achieves fifth 
Iosition in Table XIX. This book had the most unusual page 
ormat among all of the books analyzed. Using comparatively 
1mall type, it yet had the highest numbe_r of 1vords per page 
'f any of the ten books~ 
,, 
In general, those books which shovr a high proportion 
Df pages devoted to the New Deal are not consistent in show-
ng a similarly high proportion of illustrative materials. 
~d those books i.vhich show a high ranking in terms of number 
' pf 11ords devoted to the New Deal do not similarly show· a 
II 
I 
Droportionately low amount of illustrative materials. 
TABLE XX 
AUTHOR-ALPHABET LISTING OF BOOK REFERENCES AS 
CITED BY THE TEN BOOKS ANALYZED , 
I 
References B&C ~DD&W 1 F&R! F GC'cH Hu Ha 'M W'YB&H 
.Ajdamic ,Louis! From Many 
Lands -~~ 
.Adams, G.: Workers on Re-
lief 
· .P. dams, J. T.: Our Business 
Civilization 
.P.lfange,D.: The Supreme 
II 
Court and the National 
Will 
1 1len, F .L.: Only Yesterday* 
Since Yesterday* 
The Lords of Creation * 
j~gell,E.: Supreme Court I Primer 
j rmstrong ,L. V.: We Too Are 
the People 
j yres ,L .P.: The Economics of 
Recovery * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
I 
- .. I 
- 1 j_Q!) 
,_ 
II 
TABLE XX 
(Continued) 
References B&C DD&W F&K F G&H Hu Ha :M vl YB&H 
e 
B~ rnes ,M.A.: ''li thin This 
Present 
* 
:Years of' Grace * B~ tes, E.S.: The Story of 
the Su12reme- Court ;~ 
B ard, C.A.& M.R.: America 
1in Midpassage * -t~ ~~ 
il-
* 
-.~ 
IIBasier- History of the 
! United States ~~-
* BE 
1
ard, C .A.: Contemoorary 
~~ American Historz * h£ li:e*ublic -~~ * B ~r ,c .. ,& G.H.Smith: 
The Future Comes -II-
'* * 
•tt'he Old Deal &tne New * * 
Be rle ,AA., et al:America 1 s 
. Recovery Program ~~ -~· B, iven,B.& A.G.Mezerick, ,_. 
(eds.) 1v.hat the Inform-
Citizen NeeCis to 
Knov-T ~~-
B umenthal,A.:Small To 1m 
Stuff ~· B< gart~.L~: Economic 
Historl of the Unit-
ed States 
* 
-~~ 
* * Be yd, T .A.! In Time of 
1 Peace * BJ tnser, A.:. Our Use of 
the Land -~~ .I,(-
Bl fdy, 0.: Cash Item * 
Bl oks ,R.R.: 'When Labor 
Organizes , i~ 
B1 lwn,D.V.:The Economics 
of the Recovery 
' Program 
* 
-
Br r,er, J. S. :Mandate from 
the Peo:Qle * 
Bt ns)E.M.:Toward Social 
Security ... 
Cs 1~dwell ,E. ,and M .Bourke-
,~1hi te.: You Have Seen 
ii Their F'aQes * 
I 
ll 
II 
1\ 
I 1_0~ 
·-
'I 
' I 
.TABLE XX (Continued) 
• 
I 
e If References B&C DD&W F&K F G&H Hu Ha 1-1 itT YB&H . t . . ' ' . . -
li 
Ca '1 • Some Folks ,...k~ns, C.! 
'tv on 1 t \·Tork * 
Ca n_field,L.H. ,& H.B. Wilder: 
~e United States in the 
1 Making ... 
Ca ~roll , G. H. : As the Earth 
IT~ * 
Ca rskadon,T.R.:Workers and 
Bosses are Human;Collec- -~· 
tive Bargaining at Work -· 
I ~our Stake in Collective 
crJ Bargaining · 
~~ 
~.se, S .A.: A New Deal .. ~ * 
Democracy Under Pressure * 
~oals for America * 
1~Vernment in Business * 
en and Machines * 
I -~~ 
.!flich Land 1Poor Land. * 
"· The Economy of Abandance * * * * 
The Nemesis of .American 
'1 .. 
II Business 
trhe Road We Are Traveling * 
~he Tragedy of Waste * 
C1 rk,M .& A.Simon: The Labor 
Movement in .America ·n 
CJ ark, 'Vl.H.~ Farms and Farmers -~~ 
Cc ;~nan,K. ~ Industrial History 
, of the United States ~~-
Cc ~ager, H.S.:Documents of Americ~D History * * * 
& A. Nevins: The Heri-I tage of .America -l~ -~~ 
Cc rey,L.:Decline of American 
e Capitalism * Cc rwin,E.S. ~ The Tvrilight of 
the Supreme 'Court 
{t 
Cc yle, D. C . :Roads to a New 
11 America * 
II 
I 
1 ::tO'? 
·-
I 
TABLE XX 
(,Continued) 
F&K F · ti&H Hu Ha M ,., • References B&C DD&W YB&H 
.. e 
a,
1
rn, w., Rulers of' the 
World ~~ 
C ,f3,wf'ord, K. C.: The 
"" 
ii Pressure Boys 
C ·~bertson,W.S.:Reciprocity; 
j A National Poiicy for 
Foreign Trade "~ 
Ct~ti ,I1erle.: Grovvth of' 
i American Thought ~~ 
Dc;hiels, J.: A Southen:er 
J Discovers tEe South -~~ 
* Djckson,E.:Story of' King 
Cotton if. 
Do uglas,P.H.&A.Director: 
~he Problem "~ _ _:f!.:l}t1mPl~:'(,. 
ment 
* 
it-il ---social Security in 
IL the United States 
* Dt; ~f'us,R.L.,& C.Krutch: The 
Valley & Its PeopleiA -
Portrait of' Ti'/A 
* Du rles,F.R.:20th Centurl 
America # 
Du ~ond,D.L:America in Our 
Time 
* ~o'OS'evel t to Roosevelt * -~~ 
* * EJ ~iot, ,.T. Y. : The Need f'or 
t1 Consti tutio~al Reform 
* EJjon, H.i1.: Hlstory of' 
the United States of' 
1i America ( 19~L5 ed.) * Er tlst, lv.L.: America's ~· ifo Primer 
Eu rich,A.C. ,& E.C.Wilson: ·-
n 19~6 
* Er ~ckson, A.J.(ed.)Roose-
velt Album 
* e-. Fa ~~child,F.R.,et al.: A 1 escri~tion of' the Ne~ 
.Deal 
* Fs'~kner ,H. U.: American 
conomic History 
* * 
·-
if 
-
If 
TABLE XX 
(Continued) 
References B&C DD&W F&K F a&H Hu Ha M W YB&H 
Fe ulkner ,H. U .& T .Kepner: 
Jlmerica;Its History 
And People 
Fe ulJr..ner ,H. U. , 1-1. Starr: 
abor in America 
F<Y, B.:Roosevelt and 
His America 
F ynn,J.: Country Squire 
in the WHite House 
F · vJler ,B .B.: Consumer Co-
operatives in 
America 
F aenkel,O.K.: Our 
Civil Liberties 
F ank,J.:Save America 
First 
G ddes, D.P. (eel.) 11 Frank-
lin Delano Roosevelt 11 ; 
A Hemorial * 
Gee, i'l: American Farm Policy * 
G asgow,E.: Vein of Iron 
G .... over, K. : P..merica Begins 
·,Again 
G?slin ,R.A. ,& 0 .P.: Rich Han, 
11 Poor Nan 
Gould, K .M.: lindolrJS on the 
1'Jorl d 
G~->eenan,J wT. ,& A.B.lvieredith: 
Everyday Problems of 
American Democracy 
G buening, E.: The Public Pays 
f. ~cker ,L .14.: American Prob-
l lems of Today; A Short History of the New Deal E c~eJ:1:;·b.}L~ B.B.Kendrick: The United States Since 1865 
f.agedorn,H .• : America;A Book 
of Living 
Farris ,H.: American Labor 
F ~gh, S . :Roosevelt--And !!!hen'? 
* 
* * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
. ~- ~l08 
li 
II 
TABLE XX (.Continued) 
i eferences B&C DD&\'f F&K ]i', G&H H'Ll liia M W 'Y;B&H 
Hcbson,J.A.:Poverty in 
Plent~ 
H1 ftman, .D. ,&R. Wanger: 
~eadership in a Chang-
Ing World 
HBlcombe,A.H.:Government 
+n a Planned Democracy 1~ 
~he New Party Politics 
H~over,H.:Challenge to 
~iberty 
F ov-.rard, R. W. ~Two Billion 
!Acre Fe.rm 
I owe, GJ)·~::A. General History 
of the United States 
Since 1865 
l uberman, L.: Man f s vl orldly 
Goods 
The Truth About Onions 
ckes,H.L.:Back to Work 
Freedom of the Press Today 
Uohnson,G.W.:Roosevelt,Dic-
1 tator or Democrat * 
~ohnson,J.: Wasted Land 
~ohnson,H.S.! The Blue 
11 Eagle from Egg to Earth* 
faufman,G.: Of Thee I Sing* 
1keohane, R. E. , et al. : Govern-
ment in ActionTl94~ ed.) 
Kinnaird,C.(ed.)The Real FDR 
~iplinger,J.: Washington is 
Like That 
Lane,M.&S.:America on Relief 
La1vrenca, D.: Beyond the Ne1-v 
Deal 
The-Tither Side of Govern-
ment 
Lawrence,J.:If I had Four 
'I Apples {~ 
Sound of Running Feet 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* * 
: 
II -I j:'\i l) -.... 
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I TABLE XX ~ (Continued) I 
·-
~eferences B&C DD&v1 F&K F G&H Hu Ha M vf YB&H 
1 
' 
. .. 
• ' . I ' I 
... 
Le en,Maurice ,.§.! al.: 
~~~~~~~= dapacit~ to 
* Le nson,E. :Labor on the 
[arch · ~~ -~~ 
Le -s-:-s.: It Can 1 t Happen 
Here -~~ * Li ienthal,D.!TVA- Demo-
crac~ on the March -~~ ito 
Li dley,E.K.:Franklin 
D. Roosevelt * H lfway with Roose-
velt * 
~~-
* T ~osevelt Revolu-
tion; The F'irst 
Phase * * * Li dl e y, E • K. &B . : A New 
eal for Youth * 
Li pman, W.: The Method 
* pf Freedom _ .. 
Lojd,R.: Behold Our Land * 
Lu wig,E.:Roosevelt,A 
tud~ in Fortune and 
ov-1er * 
Lyr,R.S. ,&H. ~1. :!Iiddle-
o;:.m in Transition * * 
Ma Donald, W., The Menace 
f Recovery * * Ma l?ee,J.D.:The National 
~ecovery Program * Ma 'f->tin,A.E.:History 6(; 
~he United States * 1·1a ~thev-rs , B. : The To s cin 
f Revolt * Me !3ain ,H .L.: The Living 
bonsti tution ~~ 
Me .flilliams ,-a. :-Brothers 
e Jnder the Skin ~~ F . 3..ctories in the Fields .... 
Me ~Y>rick,E. :From This Hill 
~ook Down ~~-
I 
l•Ii hJ_ton,G.F.:Use of Presi-
dential Power * 
.. ~ 
I 
:j 
I I 
.e 
TABLE XX 
( ContinuQd.) 
:F e~elDences B&C DD&'t~T F&K ·F G&H , Hu. Ha • M , W • YB&B 
Moobe,A.:The Farmers and. 
~he Rest of Us. 
Mor[son,S.E.¥1 S.Comruager: 
The Growth of the Ameri-
(3an Republic 
Morrey,F.:Aspects of the 
Pepression 
Mos ~s, B. :Franklin Delano 
~oosevel t 
Mun "o, W .B ~!The In vi si-
Dle Government 
Muz~ey,D.S.: Readings in 
~erican History 
Myers, W. S. , & W. N e1"1'ton~ 
The Hoover Administration 
Net~els,C.P.: The Roots 
of American Civilization 
Nixbn, H.C.: Forty Acres 
and. Steel Mules 
NouT'Se, E.G.: America's 
Capacity to Consume 
Nourse,E.G.,~t al.:~e 
rears of the Agrict.llt-
xral Administration 
Od.1 n,H.: Southern Regions 
Jf the United. States 
Og1: I.U'n ,vr .F.: Social Change 
~nd. the New Deal 
Pal ~er ,H.H.: Recent America 
P e:r kins, Frances:· People 
at Work 
Pei/erson,F.: American Labor 
lunions 
Pu£ ley ,M.J.: Big Government 
Ra ch,B.:The History of the 
ilNew Deal * 
Ri:r: ~ey, \'f. Z.: Main Street and 
Wall Street 
Ro1~ey,R.:Roosevelt vs Recov-
~~ 
* 
* 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* * 
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'I!ABLE XX 
(Continued) 
' 
'r.'lli L'lli3ferences •B&C ·DD&VT F&K ·F -G&H 
I . 
Roo~evelt,F.D.:Looking 
torward 
C~ Our Way 
Rop~r ,D.G. ,& F ~Lovette: 
F!Lfty Years of Public 
,l Life 
Rof ~,M.A.: A Primer of 
. lv!onei[ 
Ru1: inow, I .l-1.! The Quest 
, for 6 ecuri ty 
Sec:ver,C.H.:Industry in 
, America 
Se.., '~res, G. V.: The Years 
of the Locusts 
Sir clair, U.: Co-op; A 
Novel of Living 
Together 
S01(le, G.H.:Planned 
Society 
r !he Coming American 
I Revolution 
St 'arns ,H.E. ( ed.): 
tm-erica Now · 
St el-Maitland,A.: 
lh.ne New America 
St inbeck,J.!The Grapes 
of Wrath 
St ~v-rart, M.S. l Building 
' for Peace at Home and 
( Abroad 
robs and Security for 
Tomorrow 
ocial Security 
* 
o}~ 
* 
~~ 
-~~ 
* 
* 
St Dlberg~B ·. ,& W. J. Vinton: 
,rhe Economic Consequences 
of the New Deal 
Teb.d,O. ';H.C.Metcalf~ L~ 
Regulations Under the 
Recovery Act 
T:t omas, D.~ The Home Place 
* 
* 
* 
it-
* 
* * 
H u Ha 1-t. W. YB&H 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
. !. j_~-~ 
']ABLE XX 
~Concluded) 
Ieferences ~&C DD&W' 'F&K. ·F 'G&H Ha Ha M '1'1 YB&H 
\'la:lace, H.A.: America 
Must Choose 
1 ew Frontiers 
1~ose Constitution? 
\va lace, S .. C.: The Ne"tv Deal 
"a' 
* 
in Action * 
Wa sh,J.R.;~.I.O.;Industri­
al Unionism in Action 
via ~ts ,M.S.: The Fabric of the 
1 Loom 
W1< demer ,M.C.: In the Shado"t·T 
of the Skyscrapers 
Wi 1son,S.: Food a~d Drug 
Regulation 
Wirth,F.: The Development 
1 of America 
Wr ght,C.M.:Here Comes 
Labor 
, :Economic History 
u--r-o-f~ the United States 
Wr ght,Richard:Twelve 
Million Blank Voices 
Ya es, R.F.: Machines over Men 
Ye ger,D.G.: Bob Flame,Rocky 
j Mountain Ranger 
* 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
i~ 
* 
* 
Table XX lists, by author-alphabet, all book references 
hich appear in the ten texts under analysis, an asterisk 
jeing used to denote those books in which they appeared. At 
Llhe end of chapters, or units, dealing vli th the N e1v Deal, of 
"I ~he books listed, were found such references. 
Altogether a total of one hundred ninety-two books 
~ere tallied,or 19.2 books cited by the ten texts analyzed. 
• 
At the same time ,hoi'reve:L""', only thl"ee of the one hun<J.red 
nil ety-t1ro books receive citations in five or more of the 
te ts under analysis. Frederick L.Allenls Only Yesterday is 
me tioned in seven of the ten books ana. the 110rk Since Yester-
Ci.a by the same author has :fl"ive mentions .. The only other 
-.::.:..! I 
so JI>Ce refer•ence to receive more tlw.n five citations is I . 
Am ~I·ica in 11idpassage by Charles and Ha:r•y B,:,ard, uhich has 
ci ations by six of the ten books. 
One hundred tuenty-nine l"eferences, or- approxir.J.ately 
67 per cent, receive but a single mention; forty references, 
or 20~~ per cent,· receive tvm citations; tvre~ve l"'eferences, 
or 7 per cent, receive three citations, ana. eight, or 4 per 
ce t,achieve mention in four of the books analyzed. 
Seven of the ten books are above the average of 19.2 
bo k references ci tecl, 1-:rhile the remaining three fall belOli 
I 
t.,~;, ,J.J,., average. 
Faull~er and Kepner lead e~ong the ten texts analyzed, 
,,n ~h sixty-five bool:. references. In order given, their text is 
fo Llo1ma by Muzzey ( l..!{)) , Barker ancl Commager ( 36) 1 Gavian 
ar. P. Harn.m ( 29) , Yarborough,Brtmer and Hanco:x. ( 27), Harlovr ( 26) , 
Dtlnond,Dale ancl 't'Tesley (24), ForEmn (19), 1'1irth (10) 1 ancl 
H-e 5hes ( 5) • 
In making compal"ison of the data in Table XX "Hi th that 
re~ealed in Taole III, it is fauna. that those books which 
rc hk high in total nu..rnber of uorcls Ci.evoted to the Ne1; Deal 
! 
--
' l 
de not necessarily rank high in the total number of book 
rEferences. For example, Harlo1.;T s -vrork ranks highest in Table 
I I, yet is fifth in the total number of book references 
c ted. Similarly, Wirth ranks fifth in total number of words 
·a voted to the New Deal, yet falls to ninth rank in the 
t _tal number of book reference's. 
Thus, the evidence would seem to show that there exists 
a mark:ed diversity of opinion among the authors of the 
.t~n books analyzed, as to the number of book references that 
s b.ould accompany any clisc.ussion of the New Deal .. 
j __ -'!}5 
I 
_j 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
.... ~ . There can be no question but that textbook writers 
fve to exercise their own judgment in relation to the oblem of selection and condensation of content material. ot only does this affect the treatment, but also their 
ilterpretations. That is, oversimplification and brevity 
II 
n~t only has the power to increase the difficulty of under-
!' 
sranding a subject; but also it may leave the impression 
t~at the facts can be interpreted in only one way. 
In the foregoing study, the writer has sought to 
rreasure, quantitatively, the degree of emphasis placed upon 
I 
e~ents, laws, acts, administrative bodies and personalities 
of the New Deal era as shown in ten selected senior high 
school history textbooks. All of the books selected were 
editions printed within the last eight years, so that the 
assumption was made that each must necessarily be up-to-date 
with regard to the latest researches covering facts and 
~tails of the New Deal as they affected the course of 
Jberican History. 
No attempt was made in the study_to set up minimum 
standards of quantitative emphasis with regard to certain 
II 
aspects of the New Deal. Rather, the analysis took the 
II 
l
orm of a simple and objective a~ts, bodies and personalities II 
listing of the vents, laws, 
of the New Deal. In addition, 
a series of comparative tables were set up to show the 
. i 1 .. ~ () 
vcriations in quantitative emphasis that each book accorded 
tc the various acts, bodies, events, and personalities. 
The vJriter ~:vas guidedt in his study by the belief that 
a pareful, quantitative measurement 1-muld be bound to reveal 
lclr>ge and significant areas of emphasis, and lack of emphasis.; 
a£: -vrell as sharp diffex·ences in Hard allotment 1rri thin the 
bcpks themselves, and also would strongly tend to valiCI.ate the 
a~sertions made in the leading paragraph of this summary of 
t1 e study. 
Hence, a summary of the more significant findings in 
tl e study has been made possible! 
Within the ten books studied, the average number of 
pc: ,ges devoted to the Ne-vr Deal ~:vas 23.6 pages, 1-rhile the aver-
ae e totB.l number of pages is 818, thus making the mean per-
cEn;te.ge of number of pages devoted to the N'e1v Deal 2.9 per 
CEnt. Tv-ro of the ten books shovred no position change 1-m en 
rc:nked by total number of pages devoted to the New Deal as 
I' . 
c<,mpared to the total number of pages ui thin the book. 
From the standpoint of total number of 1<Jords devoted 
tc the Ne1v Deal, the study sho1-vs ,;vide deviations among the 
be oks. For instance, there is a nine times greater range of 
1·rc rds betv-reen the book ranl-r.ing lo-vrest, in terms of total num-
b~~r of words devoted to the New Deal, and the book ranking ~· 
h ghest,. 
A total of sixteen events taldng place vJi thin the 
j_1_7 
1.! ~leriod of the domestic New Deal appears in one or more texts. ~[ the sixteen events, those of a political nature have 
fceived the greater amount of word treatment over those of 
,n economic nature. And while only three events have re-
d~ived mention in all of the ten texts studied, a majority J.~ the sixteen events has achieved mention in the greater 
JI!Umber of the textbooks. ' 
There can be no question but that many of the adminis-
' 
ulr:>ative bodies, set up to carry out the different laws and 
~bts passed during· the New Deal era, are still making a ~fngering and significant lmpact upon United States history. 
~ 1 he ten texts discuss a total of forty-nine bodies; but only 
I -
E ~even of these bodies,. or 22 per cent, have been discus sed 
jn more than five books, while 42 per cent of them receive 
:J 
l: ut a single mention each. 
Eighty-three of the acts, laws, bills or resolutions 
rassed durin~ the era of the New Deal have been mentioned 
II 
r discussed in each of the ten textbooks analyzed. But of 
JJhis total, only three are accorded mention in all of the 
l
rn books, While approxlmately one-half of the eighty-three 
Jave been mentioned in no more than one book. 
Within the ten books may be found mention of the names 
c.f one hundred eight personalities who figured during the 
II 
:; 
ew Deal period, names which are familiar to the majority 
ik Anl.ericans chie.fly because they were so frequently mention-
" " 
II 
Ed in connection with or in current comment on the New Deal. 
lence their incidence in history textbooks may be said to be 
Important to any real understanding of the New Deal. However, 
ihe evidence shows that over 72 per cent of the one hundred ~ight names appear in two. books or lessj and that scarcely ~0 per cent achieve mention in all of the ten.texts. 
Many conclusions may be drawn from these findings: 
The1:1e seems to be no agreement whatever among the 
authors of the ten texts as to what constitutes a minimum 
I 
,, 
age, or word allotment, to be given to the subject of the 
ifew Deal. ( 
The evidence appears plain that the ten books stress 
~he political side of. events of the New Deal. Note that the 
three Presidential Campaigns and Elections are among the 
Wirst four events in terms of total number of words and or 
~ean percentages of words. 
There would appear to be no ratio between the number 
rf pages ln a glven book and that of the number of pages 
aevoted to the period of the New Deal. 
In discussing the various administrative bodies of 
the New Deal era, a very Wide selection has been tallied, yet 
in the ten texts analyzed only three of these bodies seem 
~o dominate. Not only do these achieve mention in each of 
lthe ten books but also they have been accorded sigpificantly 
large word allotments by the majority of said books. 
The same v'rould appear to be true vvith regard to the 
ac~.~s,laws, bills and resolutions passed during the Nevv Deal,. 
4IJ. ~r~ le a very large number of these have been mentioned in the 
te books yet only three dotlinate - and these three to an al-
roo t exclusive degree - the total number of -vmrds given to 
th se instruments. 
Wnile the names of a great number of personalities ap-
per in all ten texts, only sixteen have managed to achieve 
an significant v\,.ord allottlent; and even here, t-vm of the 
pe sonali ties completely dominate the total number of v'rords 
an total n~1ber of mentions given. 
There would appear to be little evidence that the 
am unt of illustrative· materials \;Ji thin any one of the ten 
te ts tends to lessen the total number of words which said 
terct assigns to the Nevv Deal; also the study shovJS that photo-
grt:tphs 1·rere the most 1ridely-used t;y-pe of illustrative 
I 
ma~erial. 
Books that are lol·J in the total number of norcls devoted 
to the New DeL:!_ ar.e not. r'elati;_vel'y::high in· the··total.. nw.nb..ar o:f 
su gested references. Similarly, those books which have a re-
la ively large word total do not appear to have 1 because of 
th t, a more brief list of suggested references. Nor does the 
in lusion of book references follovr a ratio of total events' !! . 
ac~s,bodies or personalities mentioned. Instead, very often~ 
ma( o:r the texts list re:ferencea 1<hich have no specific 
II 
• 
II 
11 ~rame of' ref'erence 11 within the context of' the textbook. 
Tte evidence pointS-strongly toward a general procedure, 
f'0llowed within all- of' the ten books, namely, the selection 
)if 
of an uncritical, indiscriminate stack of' reference books 
t at is usually too large in number. 
The author who listed relatively f'ew book references 
l maw have f'elt that a large list of' references would tend to 
Ill" - · th t b d~scourage the student f'rom pursUlng f'ur er he su ject of' t~e New Deal; or, on the other hand, he may have decided that ~ - -i, the list of' book references were too brief', or if' it were 
,accompanied by_a somewhat broad and extensive treatment ot: 
tie New Deal within the textbook, then he might lay himself' 
owen to criticism f'rom two angles, namely: that he had shown 
tlo little concern over the part the New Deal had played, and 
wJuld play, in American history; or, that at the time when he 
wJs engaged in preparation o.f the history text, his own I~~ 
• 
11owledge of' the significance of' the New Deal was too scant. 
II 
1., 
I 
II 
i' 
I 
i 
. 
• 
II 
CHAPTER VI 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
There have been brought to light in this study a number 
of Ji nteresting controversial points that would seem to need 
fur[her clarification and that might well make a significant 
conillribution to the field of history textbook research in the 
Uni1-ed States. 
To begin with, an analysis of this study would seem to 
inc cate qUite clearly a greatly di$parate treatment of the 
pol~tical aspects of the_New Deal in relation to economic and 
soc~faJ. aspects. The questions· arise: Is there not danger of 
inJ
1 
stice being done thereb_y to the intellectual parity of' high 
school students who are compelled to study materials colored 
by such a t;ype of discrimination at the expense of perspective? 
II i'li . they not gain quite wrong impressions of the importance. 
i! 
. II 
of' ithe New Deal as compared with othe:r. aspects of history of 
thJI New Deal era? Were the 1Mad Twenties• administrative 
P o liicies ··treated of with the same anparent lack of balance and .,, ~ 
peifpective, and if so, why? With these ideas in mind, the 
aut~or of this study makes the following recommendations for 
II fUI :ther study! 
~ 1. A study might be carried on to decide whether or not 
hl +orians, dealing with the hl story of the last two decades, d~~ or did not, over-emphasize the importance of the New ·Deal 
in ~story in relation to other aspects of history? 
• 
I~ 
2. A comparative study might be made to show the total 
wcrd and percentage emphasis, that each of the ten books 
t1eated of in this study gave to each act, law, bill and reso-
l1tion and the corresponding administrative bodies set up to 
cErry out the provisions of the foregoing instruments, so as 
tc be able to decide whether or not the subject merits further 
dJscussion of study. 
3. Using the remaining ten books, the most popularly-
u~~~ed senior high school history textbooks in Massachusetts' 
til atment of the area of the New Deal as that treated of in 
t~·s study, a comparison might be made to ascertain whether I 
or not the same areas of emphasis are present and, if so, is 
tlere as significant - greater or less - a total word spread? 
~. There would seem to be a need for a more penetrating 
q~alitative analysis of the nature of the content of the New 
Deal, using this study as a cri terio~, s.o as to be able to 
fjpd answers to such questions as! Are both sides of contro-
versial questions relating to the New Deal properly presented 
b ~those historians who write about that era? Is the use of 
i11ensional words greater or less than that of extensional 
wJ~ds? Is there any clear, or disguised, evidence to be found 
oj/ bi;s or author opinion, in the presentations rra de? Are the 
a,broaches made by the different authros positive or negative 
ir)quality? Is there too much, or too little, concern shown 
with relation to the social and economic forces which undoubt-
edRy contributed to the success, or failure, ·of the New Deal? 
• 
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